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Abstract 

 The objective of this thesis is observing the process of launching the small independent movie in 

the context of big film industry and its hegemony. We will observe the differences between low 

budget, independent, the auteur film and well known ’blockbuster' entertainment cinema products.  In 

the analysis, we will not focus on the creative aspects of preproduction and production - such as script 

writing, film directing, casting, photography, and production design. We will observe the film from 

the pragmatic point of view in postproduction, film placement and distribution, from the last clip to the 

first introduction to the audience at film festivals. The complexity of the task is to make a distinction 

between defining free, independent, auteur film as a piece of art and expression, and everything else 

that auteur film is not, despite the pragmatism in realisation of each film.  This research will focus on 

film as art and as a sum of artistic teamwork, following its marketing and placement. 

Our aim is to find the factors that influence the success of launching low budget films of the 

independent film production in the US.  Analysing the literature and researching the adequate 

examples, accomplished results will give us an idea of forming a pattern or directions for successfully 

launching an Independent film in the US film market.  

 The example given in this paper is the authors' low budget film Boys Don't Cry (1999) produced by 

Chrisitne Vachon, where we can clearly analyse the way of developing of the film and postproduction 

activities of the producer, from the utmost postproduction margin, to winning an Oscar for the best 

female role by Hilary Swank, in the year of 2000. This film was chosen as an example in this thesis for 

being a successful low budget film with a strong women's author's identity, which finds its path in 

media from a marginalized queer film to a highly ranked film with great market placement. We pay 

special attention to an important detail - that women are in the role of the director and the producer.  

 

Key words: independent production; low budget film; Oscar; auteur film; female producer; film 

industry; Christine Vachon; Boy's Don't Cry 
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1. Introduction 

 In March 2009, Christine Vachon was a guest at the Swedish Film Institute, and the occasion of the 

Drömfabriken (Dream Factory) event.1 She was speaking about the secrets of a successful producer 

giving the example of the film Boys Don't Cry (Kimberly Peirce, 1999). She revealed the 'secret' to the 

audience that they invested 1.7 million dollars (later rounded to 2 million dollars) for the preparation 

and filming. She added that before the premiere, the film had been sold to the distributor for 5 million 

dollars who invested another 10 million in promoting the actress Hilary Swank so that she could win 

an Oscar.  

 The ratio that she mentioned, 2:5:10 shows a clear proportion of the phases in releasing an 

Independent film and participating in the Oscar race in the US. It was she, Christine Vachon, who was 

the most responsible for the realisation and placement of the film - a woman producer.  

 In the era of digitalization of the audio-video images, film materials are irreplaceable. Today, when 

the borders between different audio-visual forms are disappearing: from the news articles, 

documentaries, filming events, advertisements, television, to the pure film poetic or scientific fiction - 

is it possible to put an equal sign between different media contents, different types and subtypes, 

formats, and messages? Is it possible to apply the same standards, measure the statistics and compare 

their success, rating, and market values? And if it is - how should it be done?   

 Additionally, in the contemporary world, film as a medium has a dual nature: it comprises a local 

arena of production and global arena of consumption, worldwide presenting. Barriers are usually the 

language differences, but they can also be ethnographic, geographic, cultural, historical, as well as 

locational and normative. Throughout the communication difference and the authenticity of space and 

culture where a film is created, we suppose that every film has a universal dimension of 

communication through the story, which is a generally recognizable message with a higher aim. That 

story of the metaphysics of existence in every genre extracts the film from the other media context as a 

work of art.  

 This paper focuses on the process, from the finished film as a creative product, which is the 

expression of one or a group of authors – in postproduction, to the moment when the film is released. 

As case study we considered an authentic story of the producer mentioned above, Christine Vachon2, 

                                                      
1Christine Vachon lecture visit to 'Drömfrabriken' project at Swedish Film Institute - SFI Stockholm 2009   - 

http://www.sfi.se/sv/Arkiv/Dromfabriken/Anmal-dig-till-Dromfabriken/Superproducenten-Christine-Vachon-

besoker-Dromfabriken/  (2016 - 11-14) 
2 Christine Vachon was born November 21, 1962 in Manhattan, New York City, United States. She is founder of 

Killer Films and is one of the leading American independent film producers, daughter to photographer John 

Vachon. Christine Vachon has produced over fifty feature films, including Boys Don’t Cry. She has received 

numerous awards, i.e. Todd Haynes' controversial first feature, Poison, which was awarded the Grand Jury Prize 

at the 1991 Sundance Film Festival. She lives in New York City. (See Filmography, Chapter 5.2) 

http://www.sfi.se/sv/Arkiv/Dromfabriken/Anmal-dig-till-Dromfabriken/Superproducenten-Christine-Vachon-besoker-Dromfabriken/
http://www.sfi.se/sv/Arkiv/Dromfabriken/Anmal-dig-till-Dromfabriken/Superproducenten-Christine-Vachon-besoker-Dromfabriken/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Vachon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Vachon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Todd_Haynes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poison_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Jury_Prize
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sundance_Film_Festival
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and her effort to place her creative Independent low budget film Boys Don't Cry (1999) 3 and win a 

prestigious Oscar award in the same year. 

 Since most of filmmakers and film-consumers, together with film researches and scientific 

disciplines are focused on Hollywood (including the works of Caldwell and others, which we will 

come to shortly), Hollywood has become the most important and most influencing measure of success. 

That is the reason for choosing the production of low budget films in the US as the subject of this 

thesis. Production, realisation and placement of the film Boys Don't Cry is placed in the same country, 

and the film culture of Hollywood and the Oscar award.    

 An independent low budget film cannot be classified by the standards of the Hollywood film 

industry (if we exclude the Weinstein era of the 1990s). The independent low budget film form in the 

US is chosen as subject for analysis since it is the one that is most similar to auteur film, European or 

world (non - Hollywood) authors' film. Similarities between the auteur (non - Hollywood) film and 

American independent low budget film are huge: they have difficulties in getting financing; script and 

directing the film have a strong (free) personal touch, and limited placement. However, if auteur film, 

as well as the national one, succeeds in overcoming the local barrier with the force of its narration and 

authenticity, it becomes truly refreshing for worldwide cinema, as well.  

 It might be expected that we should focus on creative side of working on a film for the case study in 

this thesis, as the success of a film is usually determined by the content, aesthetics, artistic expression, 

authors and stars. But instead of the creative part of film realisation, which is the strongest side of 

"small productions", we choose the practical aspect of all that happens after shooting and post-

production as subject for analysis. This aspect comes after the artistic realisation of the film, but which 

is equally significant for every producer, who in this process can be creative, as well. In reviewing the 

time realisation of a film, we can specify three segments: 

1) preparation before shooting, 

2) shooting and postproduction, and 

3) premiere and distribution. 

In this time-consuming process of filmmaking, which can last from a couple of months up to a couple 

of years, we will analyse the work of a producer Vachon between the second and third points of 

realisation: after shooting and post production, and shortly before a successful premiere, Festival 

choice and further distribution. In this case, this process took her to the American Film Academy 

Award.  

 A so-called "pitching", or preparational marketing of a film, is very important for the process of 

selling and film placement. It is used for collecting funds and further placement. The pitching for this 

                                                      
3 Film Boys Don’t Cry 1999, director Kimberly Peirce, was adapted from the life of Brandon Teena, born Teena 

Brandon, a woman who chose to live her life as a man and suffered tragic consequences as a result. A true story 

about hope, fear, and the courage it takes to be yourself, Boys Don't Cry is critically acclaimed and was nominated 

for two Golden Globe Awards and Oscar winner 2000.  
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film was not done before the production, when the funds were collected, but after the creative part of 

realisation had been finished – when the film had been made. The decisions made at the moment of 

the film selling, before or after the film production, reveals the influence of the investor in the process 

of film making, i.e. the level of creative independence of the author. Both types of selling differences, 

including film pitching, will be shown during the literature analysis and Case study.  

 From a wide range of different film organisations, producers and films we choose to focus on 

Hollywood and American Film Academy Awards. This award can be compared to the other big 

Festivals such as Cannes, Venice, Berlin, European Academy Film Award, but needless to say the 

Oscar is characterized by its proximity of Hollywood film industry, which is the founder of the Award. 

It is one of the most influencing film awards that bring the highest earnings alongside with the fame, 

as confirmed by Warren Beatty.4 The specific reason for choosing the Case study of New Yorker 

Christine Vachon and her production work is that it is unique. We can deliberately claim that she is the 

only female author who found a way to place her independent film project very high. The role of the 

producer is crucial here, since producers control every single detail while positioning and making 

conclusions about film launching.   

 In brief, the subject of this thesis is the process of launching a small, independent low budget film 

in the context of the big film industry and its hegemony. That small film could have been made 

anywhere on the planet, but because of the research complexity and differences such as language, 

geography, and culture we placed it in the US – close to the Hollywood West Coast. From the 

American perspective, the differences between east and west coast certainly exist, but from the 

perspective of the rest of the world, it is certainly less than in some other cases. We should also 

mention that many other small independent film productions have won the Oscar, such as Sex, Lies 

and Videotapes5 (Steven Soderbergh, 1989), The Piano (Jane Campion, 1993), Pulp Fiction (Quentin 

Tarantino, 1994), but the focus of this paper is on a female producer, who was independent in her 

creativity as producer.  In observing Christine Vachon's work and relationship with her co-workers, 

piece of work, audience, film policy, finances, and creativity in general, we will gain a quality analysis 

of gender representation in film.  

1.1 Research objectives 

  

 The thesis will focus on the production of the presented Case study in order to map the producer's 

multidisciplinary job in our particular Case, concentrating more on the third part on the film producing 

timeline process above mentioned. This 'releasing' position ties the best parts of film production: 

                                                      
4 Golden Globes are a fun. The Oscars are the business. Warren Beatty. Couse, R. (2005), Reel Winners: Movie 

Award Trivia (orig. 1963), Toronto Canada: The Dundurn Group   
5
 http://www.the-numbers.com (2016-11-12) 

http://www.the-numbers.com/
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creativity and financial investment, in order to kick the project to the next destination and public level, 

embodied in releasing process of the movie Boys Don't Cry.  

 To reach these objectives in our particular Case, the following elements from different research 

areas are singled out: 

1) Creation, texts, content (in the context of final product realisation – not release). This could be 

understood as level of free content creation and something, beside the marketing investment, 

that could influence the selling process.  

2) Specific industrial clarity with inside stories (mostly concentrated on producers part). This aim 

lies within the scope of Production studies too, directed towards finding a clearer playground, 

environment between invisible norms and outcomes among producers, their 

(miss)understanding and positioning in the very obvious film hierarchy, facing gender 

inequality and prestige charged matters (measured both with creativity and revenue). 

3) Marketing-distribution flow within realising process. This aim will articulate marketing 

decision-making process, to find out the possible advantages and challenges that independent 

filmmaking have with this aspect. 

4) Business matters. Getting a better understanding of the term Industry from both creative and 

business perspective and better understanding of the strategic and project based business 

managing.  

 If we go closer in the above-mentioned four elements - the first two relate to Production studies, 

while the third and the fourth include Business studies. The first research area will theoretically map 

the most of producer's complex working landscape, including Gender and Aesthetic studies as 

compliment. The second part (economy realisation and product-audience communication – marketing) 

will better capture the 'movement' or drive within the first (Production studies) part, focusing on 

independent production.  Interaction of these four elements will give us visible and delicate distinction 

between Independent production and the rest of the movie production in media flow. Our choice to 

cover intersectional research areas was not to make its understanding more shattered, rather to simplify 

understanding the proposed Case analyse. 

 Generally speaking, the thesis aims will concentrate on management aspects of the production, 

more specifically in the post-production phase, defining importance of the producer's choice in the 

movie release. We will qualitatively follow the producer’s decision-making struggle to reach the best 

possible success: from an unpredictable journey before premiere screening, through festival decision-

making and selection, to prestige awarding and money revenue point. In other words, how a low 

budget product, in studio film industry terms could appear as a dangerous competitor or outsider, and 

reach a highly respectable creative positioning as the Oscar-winning piece of film artwork. Special 

attention should be turned to deeper understanding of their differences, or breaking point where 

money, financing and investment need to open the space for creativity, devotion, ‘love and passion’ 

and vice versa (generally taken) in order to achieve success. 
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 The aim is also to show that the film launching process, in its post-production phase, is not such a 

privileged task for a producer, especially when we take a creative film product done by independent 

filmmakers, which does not conform to established patterns of thinking and producing as in 

established 'entertainment business'. These movies use to be less suitable for the strategies of large 

film industry expectations, like the movies The Piano (1993), Pulp Fiction (1994) or The English 

Patient (1996) 6 as 'less interesting', frequently visualising topics that are opposite to ordinary politics 

and market requirements as those industries which ‘experience’ goods or services associated 

to ’cultural, artistic, or simply entertainment value.’ 7  

1.2 Research questions and hypotheses 

 

 The research objectives of this thesis is the analysis and overview of factors influencing the 

realization of launching independent low budget films in the US, on the East coast more precisely. 

Being predetermined to succeed, the distribution procedure of a standard Hollywood production goes 

in a very smooth way, while the independent production must find its own "sticky" way to success. 

Observing and analysing the elements of our particular Case movie release will bring us to a possible 

hypothesis, which should be verified.  

 Our hypothesis states that it is possible to identify the factors of successful launching of a low 

budget, independent author's film in the US by analysing the literature and researching an adequate 

example of successful case. If it turns out that this hypothesis is possible, our next step will be focused 

on small productions in a non - American region and their placement alongside with the aim of 

conquering the "Hollywood" or world market.  

 Independent movies have difficulty to find funds from the very beginning of production; these 

movies have an even more difficult encounter with ranking in the more established releasing circles 

and platforms. Commonly, they have to search a lot in order to find a place on the map of the success, 

in their own way; he or she will find it harder to manage the range of tasks and differing third parties 

to achieve a successful outcome. 8 And if the producer is a woman, this road could be even trickier. 

 

 After theory exposure, this research will move to the two case study examples that could relate to 

Boys Don't Cry case, namely Studio and Indie producers cases. Then we can enter the Case study of 

                                                      
6 Perren, A. Indie. Inc: Miramax and transformation of Hollywood in the 1990s. Austin, Texas: University 

of Texas Press 2012;   The Piano (Jane Campion, 1993), Pulp Fiction (Quentin Tarantino, 1994), The 

English Patient (Anthony Mighella, 1996) – Miramax productions 

7 Pardo, A. ‘Balancing Creativity and Business: Producers as Project Managers.’ SCMS 2012 Conference, 

Boston, 21-25 March 2012, Boston Park Plaza Hotel and Towers, 2012:1 

8 Finney, A. 'Learning from Sharks: Lessons on Managing Projects in the Independent Film Industry.' 

Elsevier, Long Range Planning 41 (2008): 107-115; 2008: 114 
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one independent female USA producer, NY born Christine Vachon and her experience with the movie 

Boys Don't Cry, launched in 1999. The core research questions merge two directions; 

Independent/creative vv. Studio dependent/business matters, following Thesis aims: 

-  How should a producer strategize in order to reach the best public engagement and use as much 

creative and economical potential of her movie as possible? 

-  Is the investment in marketing crucial for promotion of the film at the festivals? What are the other 

opportunities that influence film release on their way to Oscar selection and success? What are the 

obstacles or opportunities to film content communication, during the selection period and later after 

awarding as elements of a movie success? 

 Since this subject awoke a lot of public attention, because it concerns one of the biggest film events 

in the world, and is often wrapped in media myth and legends with a touch of inaccessible covers, in 

this work, we will try to crack this ‘unreachable’ code of successful film release from the independent 

producer perspective as actually the Case study producer did. Aware off the Thesis' Case study 

example, surely one of very few successful New York based women producers that came so far in her 

efforts, we will look closer in her independently struggle for ‘mainstream success’ and the new 

filmmaking ‘norms’ she understood and established.  

 Following theory and obtained results of the Case analyse, the research gap is traced in non-

differentiation of the term film industry. This industry unification leads to hidden misunderstandings 

especially when the other obvious factors remain 'invisible' or vague as: product intentions, statistics 

measure, financing path, gender resistance or creative freedom.  Two additional claims appear and 

they will be discussed after the Case analyse, together with the research questions: 

- Movie key producers are not only project managers, they are also strategic managers. It means 

in terms that present film success is not single occasion rather sum of predicted steps done in 

strategic manner.  

- Adding women appearance in movie business historically goes hand in hand when feminism 

had sounded voice (Mohanty 2007, Crenshaw 1991).9 They made even new aesthetic. This 

hypothetic observation would be present as unavoidable part of Production studies regarding 

Caldwell and our case example.  

1.3 Methodology 

  

 In this research, main methodological approach is analysis and synthesis. In analytical part we 

investigate and try to put light on the plethora of possibilities and mighty mistakes that a moviemaker 

                                                      
9 Gender oriented resources - Crenshaw, Kimberle. 1991. 'Mapping the margins: Intersectionality, identity 

politics, and violence against women of color'. I: Stanford Law Review, 43(6)1241-1299. [e-tidskrift] 

Mohanty, C. T. Feminism utan gränser. Hägersten: Tankekraft. 2007 (Chapters 1 and 9) 
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should be aware of, especially when the movie was not foreseen (at least not with the start budget) to 

Oscar and Hollywood audience. From a historical perspective, Boys Don't Cry movie is not the only 

Independent low-budget movie that won the Oscar. Before this, the movies Sex, lies and videotapes10, 

The Piano, Pulp Fiction and some more managed to do this. Among these independent low budget 

movies, Boys Don't Cry caught thesis work attention because this movie was made by the woman 

producer Christine Vachon and women director Kimberly Pierce.  

 It was mentioned that the boundaries will be set in analysis on the case example, defining the time 

span (post-production) and set of activity of interest (first Festival releases having in focus Oscar 

award). Boys Don't Cry Case study will be used to explore the decision-making process of the low 

budget's independent producer Christine Vachon, and her Boys Don't Cry release strategy, in the 

jungle of possibilities that ‘creative industries’ offer, having as ground the theory based in Production 

studies and it's Deep texts critical analysis praxis, with the marketing and business studies, having in 

mind constraints related to unpredictable outcomes and limited decision making time and 

transferability.  

 This study aims to be performed as qualitative research, fostered by data - movie investment and 

renewing figures, taken from Boys Don't Cry producers. Due to limitations, this thesis will present 

marketing, investment and revenue figures from conversation and few different sources (provided 

information mixed with original sheets). In addition to the study literature related to post-production 

film release, most common for media studies and creative industries topics, as well as producer’s own 

books and recorded telephone conversation with Christine Vachon in person, as well as with 

collaborators involved in the Killer films – Boys Don't Cry production, this work will get answers to 

the question ‘how’ Boys Don't Cry Festival release was done and why/how specific decisions were 

made. In synthesis, results are expected to lead to a deeper understanding of the ‘puzzle,’ where each 

piece contributes to the research understanding of the whole phenomenon in chronological order. 

Producers and collaborators quotes will be taken in their original formulations, as same as transcript of 

the conversation with the producer Vachon. First we will make the review of the existing literature in 

the fields that is crucial for the success of one movie. We will start with Production studies which is 

important because they deal with text analysis i.e. relation between creation and context, motivation 

and intention, labour, work condition, (non) gender in the part of realization of the movie. Observing 

these relations, human factors and work conditions we get reflexive meaning of this analysis and that 

are the impact of these factors on the film content, aesthetics and message texture. 

 Considering that the producer is the head of the finances, as well as the organizer and the manager 

and also the coordinator, the employer and the most important decision maker in all the segments of 

the film production – it is important to define those parts of his/hers activity; do they and how they 

contribute to the film success; if there are differences in the method of work and what are they?  

                                                      
10 http://www.the-numbers.com 

http://www.the-numbers.com/
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 After this part we will briefly look in to aesthetic made by inner author's voice and vision, and one 

made for external usage - turned to revenue and market-selling context. These types of creativity and 

limitations will be transparently shown between Independent and Studio production. In this field of 

research, in the literature part we added two precious study Cases through two examples of 

management: Studio Producer and Indie Producer – both of course taken from Hollywood context, in 

the area of distribution and film placement, also content with which one producer dealing with. All 

above-mentioned areas of research will give us full spectra of elements that enter in the area of 

distribution and film placement, but also content with which one producer is balancing simultaneously 

in the film placement phase.  

 In analysis, after the presentation of literature review in the fields that we are interested, we are 

moving to Case study of the movie Boys Don’t Cry and its releasing strategies by the producer 

Christine Vachon. Her experience we will use to map the film launching manoeuvres grounded in the 

presented literature. For the Case analysis we use the method of live interview with the producer 

Christine Vachon and mail correspondence with the director of the same movie Kimberly Pierce. Next 

step would be review of the available statistics and analyse other written sources, which were relevant 

for the movie premiere and the events that followed. For additional sources were used the author’s 

books of the producer Christine Vachon which were written as kind of a diary and advisor to the future 

producers, as well as the interviews which were about the period around getting the Oscar.  This Case 

analyse is related to period of almost 30 years, 1987-2017. 

 The method of many samples comparison in order to get more objective result, this analyse is 

proved to be inadequate because of many lacks of adequate valid other examples: woman producer, 

independent film production, the Oscar winner – actually the woman producer that succeeded with 

their low budget film to come to Oscar, from and in the American region. Instead of the analysis of 

more examples, for getting more objective results, it was used the quality method. Many statements of 

the producer were observed from different time span, mostly for the validity of statements, avoiding 

false or adopted interpretations. We could observe even a quality changes of the producers 

observations during many years of her work. That period of almost 30 years is: her early thinking and 

personal writings before 1997, the period before the realization of the movie Boys Don’t Cry, from her 

diary book; then from 2000 are accompanied her interviews with the closest associates Todd Lippy; 

then from 2007 is accompanied another book of the author Case producer and at end live interview 

made in April 2017, for the need of the study for this Case, almost 20 years after the realization of the 

movie. To the analysis of the producer’s experience we add the observation of the director Kimberly 

Pierce. The Case study chapter ends with the discussion of presented analysed results, the answers on 

research questions, followed by the literature discussion. The Conclusion chapter is processed the 

hypothesis, pointing out possible ways of continuing future researches.  

 Last Chapters are Resources, Bibliography, presenting the visual materials (photos and tables) from 

the research. 
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1.3.1 Specific case study method  

 In the first phase, literature in Production studies - independent film production, will be gathered, 

focused on postproduction part – from the final cut to the first Theatrics Release - actually first 

Festival selection 11. It means also gathering research material that relate to the specific Boys Don't 

Cry case: Vachon’s two books written in a form of a diary, interviews, official presentations, books 

about the Oscar 2000, Festival politics that relate to Vachon's work in Boys Don't Cry case – for the 

same production period, mapping her role and following the path of her decisions that was vital for 

Boys Don't Cry movie release. During that research phase, the interview questions were formulated, in 

order to get answers to the specific research questions.  This phase includes finding contact and the 

way to meet her and her collaborators. 

 The second phase is more practical - interviews with the producer and her collaborators in the 

movie Boys Don't Cry. The focus was more to follow her decision-making in certain conditions 

around the film release. The original papers, contracts and production sheets were not accessible via 

Killer Film production, but we find some from other resources, books, Internet images and written 

material (film figures and statistics). 

 After the interview and written sources about the film release and producer, last step was the Case 

analysis in relation to the theory, formulated before as research gap: How the existing theory supports 

or opposes the Boys Don't Cry case research. Possible outcomes lead to the conclusion on the 

presented research questions through the empirical praxis of the Case example. 

1.4 Material and sources 

 

 The theoretical part is divided into research units. It is based on Production studies, to which we 

added Business studies in the area of marketing – strategies, film launching, strategic and project 

management, differences and management, ownership relations, as well as the differences in 

independent and Production studies, with the interpretation of the term of (film) industry. We also 

added the study of Aesthetic and Gender that are of great importance for the subject of research in this 

thesis.   

  In the theoretical part which is divided in to research fields, featured authors in the field of 

Production studies are Vicky Mayer, John Caldwell, Alice Perren, David Hesmondhalgh, Derek 

Johnson with co-authors, who present theoretical base for development analysis: labour (professional 

or the one with experience), historical perspective of production is given, historical understanding of 

the film industry, gender, geographic, cultural, language and ethnographic dispersion of film creation 

as a group or an individual act. 

                                                      
11 Before Oscar in March 2000, Hillay Swank in Boys Don't Cry got the Golden Globe Award as Best 

actress, January 2000. Box-office figures show exactly the Award's influence. 
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 In the field of Business theory the presented authors are Pardo, Finny, DeFilippi & Arthur, and 

Peng, including marketing, strategy in launching the film, strategy and project management, difference 

in management, the question of ownership, as well as the differences in the Independent and Studio 

production as part of the film industry. 

 Aesthetics study and gender are left as possible perspective of observing and closer understanding 

of vital segments that are present in the literature and Case study, through understanding creative 

work, author’s work, independent creative expression, mass production, commercialization and 

entertainment. Aesthetics study and gender are unavoidable part of the Film industry, which are 

present during the film launching and are very connected to the Production and Economy studies in 

the creative spheres. The authors are: Davies, Baxandall, Mohanty and Wahl. The additional literature 

in this part is also the specificity of the Festival policy presented through the authors Bona and Levy. 

 For Case study are used sources: interview with the producer of the film Boys Don't Cry, then with 

the film director, statistics in connection to the film launching – success in different period of 

realization, marketing material (posters and photographs), as well as other interviews – avoiding 

popular journalism, instead using very dedicated journalism research, done by the author Todd Lippy, 

her close associate including two books guided as production diary. 

 

 

(It is important to notice that the researches and the material in this paper dates from before the 

Weinstein scandal in October 2017, because the work was handed in May 2017. The results we have 

gained in the present Case study implicitly suggests following scandals.)  
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2. Theoretical part – Literature 

review 

 Considering that this thesis consists of several study fields, and a producer's job is extremely 

demanding and complex, we have divided the literature into fields and authors with significant 

contribution: 

 Production studies: 

Historical review 

Caldwell's structure of research 

Labour force 

Gender 

 Specifics of film management:              

Creative management 

Producer – case analysis 

Semi-independent case – case analysis, Miramax – Independent/Indie Case  

Aesthetics or content as free creative expression 

 Business strategies with Industry definition:  

Marketing, audience, statistics 

Festivals and awards 

Hegemony 

News articles - media 

2.1 Production studies – historical review 

 Production studies started in the 80s, with the development of the human science of sociology, and 

following its historical development we arrive at the political economy during 2000s. This period 

contains great research material. When talking about research in the film production field, the presence 

of audience dramatically changes the above-mentioned development of research: the relation audience 

– production is given special importance in the field of research. According to Rosten, one of the first 

film theoreticians, it creates a clear line between Hollywood glamour – illusion, non-materialistic, 

fiction, memory, feeling, symbols, entertainment and messages – on one side, and brutal things on the 

other side: material and physical factors which means exhausting work under tough conditions, and 

the presence of labour force in a classical sense. He emphasizes, that in the shadow of the audience, 
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aura and symbols hide the process of accumulation of capital.12 At the same time, Rosten warns us that 

Hollywood's economic elite has never been a real economic and political elite in the US, placed 

between exaltation and depression.13  This conclusion suggests a research field of great contradictions. 

 Even though they have never dealt with the film, two important theoreticians in (film) Production 

studies were Marx and Engels, considering that the beginning of their studies was grounded in the 

position of working class and their work in relation to the product, capital and property.  Depending on 

the initial intention, Karl Marx confirmed two (creative work) ways, one that is product-based and the 

other that is consumer-based, introduced two centuries ago.14 If we turn this relation to audience as 

consumers and filmmaking-film as product, 15 we have reached an eternal dilemma: who is responsible 

for making decisions about film content, 'creators' or 'audience'. And when we put all this in complex 

social networks 16 in shaking gaming by producers, between different powers, changes/influences, and 

resistance, publicity and individual achievement, then we have one very proliferated platform to deal 

with. But when we take one case from that unpredicted conglomerate and approach its purpose, 

struggles, efforts, aims, and outcomes, in Hollywood but from inside (used to be called InWood), it 

gives us closer picture of the whole - indicating that all this is not only for simple 

reproduction/revenue seasoned by growing entertainment intension. It has its more complex 

significance, for some of the filmmakers - meaning of life.   

 Therefore, besides the relation product – market, ownership is also a very important element of the 

production. In contemporary literature Hesmondhalgh described it as: If we wish to understand why 

media products are as they are, we need to understand the complex relationship between ownership, 

control and creativity that defies generalisation. 17  

It is interesting to observe ownership relations of filmmakers in relation to the film product, precisely 

the relation of investment and free earning. This is the field that should undoubtedly be checked in 

context of Case study analysis. 

2.1.1 Caldwell`s critical practice in Production studies 

 Caldwell points out four key fields explaining his critical method for the future research in 

Production studies. We shall observe these fields from the needs of this this thesis: 

a) Deep Texts (tools, technologies, artefacts, icons)  

b) Emic Interpretations (industrial narratives, genres, self-portraits)  

c) Critical Industrial Geographies (sanctums, borderlands, contact zones)  

                                                      
12 Mayer, V. Banks, M.J. & Caldwell, J.T. Production Studies – Cultural Studies of Media Industries, New 

York: Routledge, 2009:16 
13 Ibid. Comparing film business with JP Morgan or Henry Ford money making - this is never transparent. But 

Robert Taylor's actors face everybody can see.  
14 

Mayer 2009:16 
15  

Ibid. 190  
16  

Ibid. 18 
17 Hesmondhalgh, D. Media production, New York: Open University Press, 2006:9. 
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d) Liminal Industrial Rituals (mentoring, pitching, summits, retreats, trades, mergers/marriages, 

divestitures/divorces). 18 

 

a) Deep Texts 

 In his earlier texts, Caldwell used more often content quality evaluation - as production values, 

content repurposing and branding, then in his later texts, that give the product 'content legs'.  The term 

'leg' can be interpreted in two ways. First is when the product fulfils all the above-mentioned 

parameters and so becomes more valid in the market. But 'content legs' may mean that after all the 

production work is done – content is the thing that remains, comes to the surface and represents the 

basic force of future selling.  In the same, earlier work, he also explained that content had its tools in 

promoting the icons used by the production; 19 video demo tapes circulating as value 20 and production 

machinery - technical environment, 21 proving that these three elements directly influenced the 

aesthetics.  

 Since the content is skipped in his later work of critical practice that we observe (White, 2006) 

Caldwell rather turns to Aesthetics in a similar context. He is now using ethnography - in environment 

and aesthetics – and context structure, finding their relation. In the technical part, which is an integral 

part of filmmaking, Caldwell concludes that the male gender has the advantage in main iconography 

and narrations. At the very beginning, Caldwell refers to gender analysis, which is an interesting 

perspective for our further case studies. Explaining specificity of the production labour, he named 

them boutiques - creative work of individuals that has influence on group work results.   

 

b) Emic Interpretations 

 In the interpretation part he goes back to the gender issue, pointing out that self-portraits of certain 

authorities in film industry create an image (myth) for the audience. Caldwell himself, in his critical 

practice, suggests that the theoretical view of almost the entire research in Production studies is filled 

with 'critical and textual hyper masculinization'22 or predominance of masculine gender. That way, 

industrial and technical male symbols23 and machoism become symbols of technical creativity and 

some kind of 'gender' advantage or dominance. It is supported by the anecdotes and jokes revealing the 

quality of work conditions and inner relationship between genders. The expressions used in everyday 

                                                      
18  White M. Shwoch J.  Questions of metod in cultural studies, Malden MA: Blackwell Publ. 2006: 123 
19 Fullertone, J. Olsson J. Allegories of communication, Intermedial concerns from cinema to the digital, Italy 

Rome: John Libbey Publishing – CIC srl. 2004: 196. It is worth noticing that here Caldwell talks about the same 

Industry (as in 2006) but not concentrating on Hollywood specifically. Later we will see that this not 

ethnographically specified industry definition in this earlier text was more suitable for independent producers, 

and the present Case study. 
20

 Ibid. Demo tapes, could be understood as footage too, clips, teasers, trailers. 
21 

Fullertone 2004:196 
22

 White 2006: 125 (Lynne Joyrich's, 1997: 69–98) 
23 Ibid. 125 
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communication, or bad language, are also alarming. In that context, he points out that using literature 

which is part of public promotion leads to a dead-end. All forms of memoirs, autobiographies and 

stories behind the scene are generalisation of the industry - not further understanding, which reinforce 

the aura of the elite. 24 

 Another detail is certainly important from the context milieu in which films are created. It is the 

choice of location, and geographic formation that we transfer to shooting. They influence the story 

content and result by determining landscapes where the shooting formations, as Caldwell calls them, 

are captured. It gives a huge impact on the final product and makes extra value in the film content and 

aesthetics. 

 

c) Critical Industrial Geographies 

 This part is the sequel of the previous, where Caldwell claims that shooting landscape determines 

production design. And, somehow thanks to production design, existing landscape/scenery, besides 

'technical male invasion', in presence of female creativity and landscape shooting acquire a completely 

new perspective of existing aesthetic and space on film. In the same context, in his work, Caldwell has 

mentioned the author Seiter from 1999 who formulated the importance of understanding and 

respecting the research method 'situated ethnography'. 25  This term, which is commonly used in 

ethnography, originates from Latin expression – in situ. This expression defines ethno – formation, old 

habits, customs, lifestyles that can only be authentically presented in their original space of existence. 

They can be seen completely and accurately here. Caldwell takes the same ethnography aspect, 

bearing in mind the importance of multiple space diversity – ethnography for deeper understanding of 

Production studies. 26 

 The thing that was immediately exposed in this segment of literature was the limitation of 

Caldwell's theory. Caldwell took Hollywood as the sample for his critical analysis, and all his 

conclusions were based on observing Hollywood cases. Since Hollywood is taken from the context of 

in situ, can it be geographically and ethnographically relevant to the wider part of Production studies 

from the perspective of national, transnational and global?  Even if we stay 'local' – is it valid for the 

entire film making in the US? It will be explained in the future case study.   

 

d) Liminal Industrial Rituals 

 In the last part, Caldwell looks back on 'pitching' as the only universal value of each film. Pitching 

is described as a face-to-face meeting or depicting the whole or the part of a film. 27 In Caldwell's 

                                                      
24 

White 2006: 130 
25 

Ibid. 117 
26 The thesis Case study was meant to be done IN SITU, to understand environment, hierarchy, rituals, co-relation 

of many participants in the authentic place of 'American' filmmaking, which is (not) Hollywood. Because of time 

limitation, and short appointment disposition, it was done by phone and mail. 
27 

White 2006:126 
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previous research from 2004 (Fullerton, 2004) he calls these short clips demo tapes, which is the term 

that for a long time has been replaced with some new expression such as footage, keeping the same 

value of exchanging film ideas and potential interested parts – it has become lingua franca. Pitching, 

as a pre-selling process, can be done indoors – internally, in half-closed space among professional co-

workers and publicly in a so-called contact zone. 28 This contact zone could easily indicate to Festival 

life, but Caldwell does not refer to that (mentioned in previous Chapter 2.1.1-c, and explained in 

Discussion 3.3.1). He sticks to the details that determine the differences in film perception presented 

as: coincidence, feeling, uncertainty, readiness, which are the components of the entire experience of 

the film content. Caldwell claims that all these are possible feelings of experiencing. However, gut 

feeling is something completely different, widely present among creative people, especially in other 

literature author's case studies that will be mentioned here in the theoretical part of this thesis. For 

Caldwell, that feeling is a pure myth 29 and is eliminated as inauthentic.  

 Caldwell does not dare entering further into considering the aesthetics on film, only until it is 

needed to notice the difference between creative and non-creative branches. That is logical, having in 

mind the ungratefulness of practicing the aesthetic theories, since Kant and even before, till today. He 

turns to authors such as John Fiske 30 who defines culture both as political and aesthetic - true from 

two completely different extremes. Ian Hunter 31 also mentions that he has noticed the differentiation 

in Art. Till the nineteenth century, it still could be followed in a linear sense. Until modernism the 

epochs alternated in the time-line. With modernism it does not have any more linear changes. This 

claim can be compared to the changes in film culture, which expanded from a small national 

cinematography into supranational or transnational, in era of quick integrations and mixture of media, 

people and location.32 A good example of 'counter - national' film from the production point of view is 

The Piano, produced by Weinstein. 33 It represents a Hollywood production without any connections 

to the US, with a completely multi – national production, except for the realisation - which was left to 

Hollywood (more in Appendix 1). 

 Finishing his critical analysis, Caldwell believes that 'industry' understanding in Production study is 

a connection of circulating interaction and understanding in temporary made alliances. 34 So the 

'lifestyle' generalisation of media professionals creates industrial subcultures, concluding that by the 

critical praxis we can come faster to production culture rather than culture production. 35 Even though 

                                                      
28

 White 2006: 126 
29 

Ibid.146, in Tabell 3.1 
30

 Ibid. 112 John Fiske (1986: 254) 
31 

 Ibid. 
32 Durovicová, Natasa, and Kathleen E. Newman, eds. World Cinemas, Transnational Perspectives. London: 

Routledge, 2010 
33 

Miramax Independent production 1993. More later in the text. 
34

 White 2006: 112 
35

 Ibid. 113 
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it was mentioned in the subtitle, it is interesting that, in this part, he skipped to analyse the genre for 

better understanding film production - which is the vital part of our future Case study. Production 

studies must capture ways that power operates locally through media production to reproduce social 

hierarchies and inequalities at the level of daily interaction, 36 which will be checked in our Case 

study. Media and film industry engage a wide range of labour and audience for consumer's sake, 

dividing or gathering the earnings and at the same time forming media space by itself. 37 

2.1.2 Labour 

 Speaking of the labour as workforce we will focus only on the producer's job. Up to the moment of 

finishing film production, a producer has to take care of the high level of uncertainty that follows 

every creative work – especially the film; creativity of all authors, which should be adjusted to the 

production possibilities, to find educated, skilled and capable staff who would deal with these 

demands, to pay attention to horizontal capacity and vertical diversity of jobs, to respect the time, to 

make a quality product that will enable creating of market value and return of money. 38 The person 

most responsible for the functioning and synergy of all the mentioned parts is the producer, capable to 

meet all these challenges. The paradox of the producers' work, to which this paper is dedicated, is to 

reach creative individuality of each author in a given creative team. They achieve their experience, 

knowledge and creativity on film through exploitation and summation of their intellectual property. 39 

As we mentioned before - both terms appointing same thing - auteur film defined as freedom of the 

vision behind it - Vachon, as well as authors' film as creative summery of a team work in one auteur' 

film. 

2.1.3 Gender 

 We could dedicate an entire paper to this topic, but we leave space only to mention this aspect in 

our producer's work. Gender (in)equality is obvious as shown in literature. That is why it found its 

place immediately after the labour force that was mostly in favour of the male gender. Caldwell names 

it 'industrial and textual hyper masculinity.' 40 It is interesting to notice that the inequality is obvious 

both in the script, in characters, as well as in the later film placement. Marketing iconography, 

machine technology and production practice are complex coupling of social and professional relations. 

41 As such, it is often interpreted as a militant formation, similar to mobilizations during the Second 

World War, characterized by quick and efficient position taking, locating by technique and military 

                                                      
36 Mayer, 2009:15 
37 

Ibid. 15 
38

 Padro, A. 'Balancing Creativity and Business: Producers as Project Managers.' SCMS 2012 Conference, Boston, 

21-25 March 2012, Boston Park Plaza Hotel and Towers, 2012: 07 (Caves, 2000: 2-10). 
39

 Padro, 2012: 07 (DCMS, 2001) 
40 Fullertone 2004: 194 
41

 Ibid. 199 
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discipline. Female icons and symbols are more expressed as function and objects without identity, 

something like virtual 'visions of women'. Established norms of sexual orientation between the sexes 

still follow heterosexual norms, even in production texture. Homosexuality is, for example, very 

difficult to be filmed in technically. It is difficult to decide, for example, which optics to use or how to 

visualize that type of aesthetics. 42 It is interesting to conclude that the entire literature in Production 

studies takes one stand about gender inequality with the strong norms of sexual orientation (ethics and 

aesthetics).  

2.2 Specifics of film management 

 In the previous Chapter 2.1.3 we presented one part of the many roles that producer has, as a 

manager, being the most responsible for making crucial decisions during film production. Padro sees 

the production process of filmmaking in two ways – partially as a unique creative act (prototype), but 

also as a process of standardisation (industry) and defines it as: 43  

1) high risk 

2) lack of standardisation 

3) periodicity – lack of continuity 

4) constant change of dynamics – through creativity and technical innovations   

5) limited flexibility 44 

 The above-mentioned elements of production can be found in almost every creative activities like 

music, painting, literature, including film artwork. Pardo sticks to a definition of filmmaking as project 

oriented and short-term. With that approach, the last element mentioned nr. 5 is questionable. Usually 

the established activities and ways of standardisation have a huge problem with flexibility. The 

foremost example is the case of strategic industrial management connected to economy limitation, 

while the example of project management - being a small one, is usually more adaptable but does not 

neither leave any space for free risky production manoeuvre. Pardo sticks to the definition of film 

creativity as project oriented, short-term with the following characteristics: 

1) cultural value – which is difficult to be measured by economic measurements   

2) competes for limited consumers'' time and money - equal to other industries  

3) limitation of product testing – previous testing 

4) where quality does not usually determine the price 

5) they are all prototypes – no standardization 

6) high and risky recovery – usually non-refundable investments  

7) non-material production value – story, talents, sources  

                                                      
42

 Fullertone 2004: 204 
43 Pardo 2012:05 
44

 Ibid. (Litman, 1998; Vogel, 2011) 
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8) difficult financing-high investment, slow and unknown return  

9) complexity of collective authorship  

10) commercial success demands a high marketing investment 45 

 All the ten points, including five introductory points talk about the extremely risky and unstable, so 

called project management, according to Pardo. However, De Filippi & Arthur argue that the 

perception of film creativity as a project is wrong, because it actually has a very strategically defined 

flow, where the mobility of different professions (created due to the disappearance of big film Studios 

and beginning of television) realized the industry which can now be described as strategic 

management. It should be added that career success of some professions and authors does not mean 

success in business 46 and vice versa. 

 Since creative activities have some specific laws and definitions, we tried to see how UNESCO 47 

defines creative industry as the creation, production and commercialization of creative contents, 

which are intangible and cultural in nature. UNESCO sees it as a kind of balance between 

consumption and production of non-material goods. Back in 1933, Thalberg saw the same imbalance, 

finding the seeds of the management paradox on film in connecting creative forces to 

commercialisation. This is something that Pardo also noticed. 

People tend to think of creativity as a mysterious solo act, and they typically reduce products to a 

single idea […] However, in filmmaking and many other kinds of complex product 

development, creativity involves a large number of people from different disciplines working 

effectively together to solve a great many problems […] Creativity must be present at every level 

of every artistic and technical part of the organization. 48  

 

While Padro sees a paradox in the individual creative act and in the process of its orchestration-

harmonization, Thalberg does not mystify it, but tries to put a final product on the market. It would be 

interesting to analyse our Case study right in the centre of this contradictory reasoning and to observe 

how creative and non-material capital turns into economy profit or Pardo’s point 8. The success takes 

or consists of both sides, author's-aesthetics as well as market-monetary.49 

 Let us go back to the dual nature of the perception of the film industry, both as a project and as 

strategically instructed production. Such division of industry requires dual a nature of explanation in 

managing this work, which is the management paradox of this project or strategic oriented activity. 

The first description could be explained as time limited (pop up), prototype, unstable in a time 

perspective and in making profit. Strategically it would feature stability, prudence, planning, 

                                                      
45

 Pardo 2012: 05 
46

 DeFilippi § Arthur, 1998; 129-134, DeFilippi R.J. & Arthur, M.B. 'Paradox in Project-Based Enterprise: The 

Case of Film Making'. California Management Review, vol 40, no. 2, (1998): 125–141, 1998: 129-134 
47 UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

48 Pardo 2012:09 (Catmull, 2008: 66) 

49 Ibid. (Townley, Beech, & McKinlay, 2009: 955). 
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predictable or calculated perspective of success which is being built and can really be called industry.50 

Following Padro's thesis, the film as 'a prototype project' in the industry could be taken 'as preparation' 

for more serious and stable strategic media investments. The advantage of the first one, and we can 

deliberately say its essence, is the realization of complex requests and non-routine obligations, with 

specific needs for specially trained creative people, in a context where it is often heard that the 

participants live and die with the project – the film. 51 The advantage of the second is stability of 

production standardization. It is a question whether film, as a product, can be standardized and, based 

on that, whether market and industry strategy can be done? We leave this question open, because in 

this work we are interested only in launching the film and its strategic position in great rivalry with the 

other projects.  

 If we go back to the hypothesis of this paper – then, from the perspective of management (in this 

passage), it could be defined like this: In pointing out one successful case, we will try, through the 

producer's individual creativity in that project, to make a formula – a pattern of possible film 

launching strategies, useful for the other similar projects with prototype characteristics.   

2.2.1 Peng's strategic management 

 We have already mentioned the dual nature of short-term business - project; and long-term - 

strategic, which was based on market laws. For a certain, product to get 'industrial' standardization, it 

must transfer from project to strategic business - according to the laws of contemporary market.  The 

origin of the word 'strategic' is from the very old Greek word 'stratego' that refers to 'art of the general' 

and has strong military roots.52 The main problem of film making, as we have established earlier, is 

production and product standardization, in order to compare the strategy of that business to the 

business standards of any other industry, overcoming their own weaknesses 53 i.e. conquering the 

market in their own favour:   

1) how to come out to the competition market with minimum expenses and product prices? 

2) how to create valuable and distinctive product? 

3) how to find a niche - specialty, a small, well-defined product leading to success? 54 

 To succeed in this, Peng suggests fortifying the quality of inner content: SWOT analysis gives a 

firm internal capacity S - strength, W - weaknesses, O - opportunities, and treats - T in the 

environment - in order to perform best. 55 

 Since we are dealing with film placement on the market in this Case study, in the reviewed 

literature we can observe the two most common examples of product placement on market, in other 

                                                      
50

 Ibid. (Patel, 2008:1-2) 
51 Finney 2008: 107, Pardo 2012: 04;  
52 Peng, M.W. Global Strategic Management. USA: South Western - Cengage Learning, 2009:10 
53

 Peng 2009:22 
54 

Ibid. 46 
55

 Ibid.11 
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words, film on the market. The first is the time of short, intensive marketing, as in the film cases 

Suicide Squad (2016) and Blade Runner 2049 56 (2017), where money investment in advertisement 

turns the wheel of selling, no matter what its content. That is an example of Studio marketing - usually 

made globally. The other is completely different. Usually it is longer and is exemplified by 

independent film release, with no finances for great marketing or of a massive attack on the global 

market, since it starts from a modest presentation to the local audience, or through Festival life, until 

(or if) it comes to a wider audience (Perren 2012). The basic difference between these two film 

placements, if we exclude the creative aspect, is the amount of money invested in marketing and 

launch time. 

2.2.2 Definition of (film) industry 

 Since the term Industry is intensively used in film production literature, in order to emphasise its 

stability and strategic power, it is very important to investigate what the word industry really means.  

 In order not to get lost into a very detailed analysis of the literature, but rather to explain the term 

industry, we asked Professor Ian Richardson 57 for help. He gave an answer to the question of creative 

industry this way:  

"Independent filmmakers and large Hollywood studios may have different motivations and drivers 

of 'value', but they are productively similar. Similar enough to be an industry in a collective sense. 

They may exist for different reasons, and may reach different markets, but they are engaged in the 

same productive processes. They are constituent members of the same industry." 

 

Observing the semiotic definition, and its Latin origin, the word industry means effort, hard work, 

overcoming difficulties. In French and Latin the term relates to diligence, endeavour or hard work 

(organised around the idea of output). The obvious difference is in motivation, which we must not 

forget. But we need to inspect this term from a wider, more complex economic perspective, in which 

the industry is only part of the definition: market, sector and industry. Market is a group of consumers. 

Industry is a group of companies and firms that produce the goods of the similar or same content. 

While the sectors are defined as a much wider, more complex and varying by their shape and content 

and consist of a group of companies and organizations that, in the collective meaning, represent 

specific types of activity services. For example, there are health, education, sale, and non-

governmental organization sectors that connect more industries and markets or divide the inside of 

industry and market units. In other words, we can clearly define industries using sectors.  

                                                      
56 Blade Runner 2049, director Denis Villeneuve 2017, is pacing for a surprisingly poor opening weekend at the 

box office, looking at a $35-36 million debut after taking in $12.7 million from 4,058 screens on Friday. 

Distribution budget $150 mil. https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/'blade-runner-2049'-on-track-for-soft-

dollar35-million-opening/ar-AAt1s4e?ocid=sf (2017-10-7) 

More about Suicide Squad (David Ayer, 2016) - later. 
57 Ian Richardson, PhD, Director of Executive Education, Director, MSc Strategic Public & Political Marketing, 

Stockholm Business School, Stockholm University 
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Besides this explanation we searched for a couple of more accepted definitions of industry:  

Definition: 1. Any general business activity or commercial enterprise that can be isolated from 

others, such as the tourist industry or the entertainment industry. 

 

Any business activity in our Production studies means that these business activities are partly business 

but partly could be explained as social activities, individual praxis, rituals, habits, hierarchy…. which 

goes along with Caldwell's critical industry practice. 

A more common definition is: 

2. The manufacturing or technically productive enterprises field, country, region, or economy 

viewed collectively, or one of these individually. A single industry is often named after its 

principal product; for example, the car industry. For statistical purposes, industries are 

categorized generally according to a uniform classification code such as Standard Industrial 

Classification (SIC).58 

 

One more Industry definition can be suitable for industry divergence in its own common spaces, 

established by political economists:  

3. Any general business activity or commercial enterprise that can be isolated from others, such 

as the tourist industry or the entertainment industry. 

The terms industry and sector are often used interchangeably to describe a group of companies 

that operate in the same segment of the economy or share a similar business type. Although the 

terms are commonly used interchangeably, they do, in fact, have slightly different meanings. 

This difference pertains to their scope; a sector refers to a large segment of the economy, while 

the term industry describes a much more specific group of companies or businesses.59 

 

Such creative industries working for the needs of human values of emotion transmission and 

entertainment keep constantly changing the content of its coalition forming sub-groups of competitors 

and experienced professionals in some form of desired cooperation. Let us return to Caldwell who 

points out changes and movements within the same group, casts of people in horizontal level. 

However, it seems that Caldwell contradicts himself, since he limits his own work on Hollywood film 

industry. (Hollywood60, the one of two footnote in his text from 2006). The horizontal changes in the 

                                                      
58 

This is a common definition taken from www.businessdictionary.com, (2019-05-06) 
59 

Investopedia.com, 2017-04-04. The definition continues: A sector is one of a few general segments in the 

economy within which a large group of companies can be categorized. An economy can be broken down into 

about a dozen sectors, which can describe nearly all of the business activity in that economy. For example, the basic 

materials sector is the segment of the economy in which companies deal in the business of exploration, processing 

and selling the basic materials such as gold, silver or aluminum which are used by other sectors of the economy. 

An industry, on the other hand, describes a much more specific grouping of companies with highly similar business 

activities. Essentially, industries are created by further breaking down sectors into more defined groupings. Each 

of the dozen or so sectors will have a varying number of industries, but it can be in the hundreds. For example, 

the financial sector can be broken down into industries such as asset management, life insurance and Northwest 

regional banks. The Northwest regional bank industry, which is part of the financial sector, will only contain 

companies that operate banks in the Northwestern states. 
60 Industry definition regarding Caldwell from book (White 2006: 147, Notes 1) 1 Concerning definitions, 

throughout this chapter I will use the term 'the industry' as it is commonly used by practitioners and critics in Los 

Angeles; that is, as a term that construes 'Hollywood'. Of course, 'Hollywood' itself is a misnomer and a construct, 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/industry.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sector.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/segment.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/basic_materials.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/basic_materials.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/business-activities.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/business-activities.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financial_sector.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/assetmanagement.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/lifeinsurance.asp
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film industry are common while the vertical changes in the 'same' industry are much harder and cause 

evident consequences. Perren offers a good illustration of this, namely the movement/replacement in 

1995 of Disney Studio's chairman Jeffry Katzenberg (highly responsible for Miramax transfer or 

reunion just the year before with Disney) from Disney Studios to Dream Work which very much 

destabilized Studio businesses and later become a huge competitor of Miramax.61 

 Caldwell generalises all the industrial variations, aware of the fact that differences between the 

videogame world and motion pictures that encourage differing valuations of critical knowledge? 62 He 

finds the answer on his own, that even though we talk about the same industry, critical values and the 

way of consuming are different. Having analysed his text we notice that he establishes a critical 

conclusion about his own unification of the term industry.   Here we shall take a break in theory 

analysis and open the door to two Case studies in literature. 

2.2.3 Creative management - Studio, Indie and Independent 

 Next coming chapters will stick in to the disparities between Studio, Indie and Independent 

producers, and producers’ title-names confusion.  Pardo sees the Independent producer emergence 

after the dismantlement of the classical Hollywood Studios.63 Following the Thesis development we 

shall see that this understanding is much more profound then so; besides working habits, audience was 

ready for new film content challenges. Hollywood, Indie and Independent producers navigate wider 

scale of film making machinery. If we take financing as ‘crucial’, that makes thing happen and then 

the Independents are unaffiliated with Studios, missing them as back up; as unaffiliated with Majors 

media conglomerates – they make really all-creative work by own strength investment (creative and 

financial, finding creative solutions even when financing is absent). Usually they start from scratch, 

every single project. Indies look like Independents by giving advantage to creativity too, but with one 

huge difference, they are affiliated or are divisions of the Majors. Indie production uses to get support 

from Studios not only with start capital, also with all service during production and then promotion, 

distribution, marketing support and geographical spreading. Studios are Studios, often understood as 

The film industry, where priority is always given to the revenue (creativity measures too, but in the 

terms of revenue). In the following chapters 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, we will give two Case examples from the 

Theory, one Studio Case producer and one very ‘close’ to the Thesis Independent example, but still 

with totally different outcomes and ‘production policy’, actually Miramax that starts as Independent in 

80’s and in 1994 became Indie – Disney affiliation.   

                                                      
since it is typically used to reference a comprehensive set of media activities: the film, television, and digital media 

activities networked across the greater Los Angeles region. Obviously, there are many, many other 'cultures of 

production' apart from Hollywood. So I am choosing to frame my study of 'the Industry' and/or 'Hollywood' as the 

study of a very local and specific cultural site; albeit one that expends great effort in promoting and constructing 

itself as a global production culture.  
61 Perren 2012 
62 White 2006: 121 
63 Pardo 2012:03 
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 As we have already mentioned, the work of the producer is multi-demanding and divided into many 

activities as such. In this thesis we will be limited to the producers who give 'green light' – that is, 

those who are most responsible for filmmaking. Producer's work on film is usually explained as we 

are producing words, sounds and images.64 With this simple definition Hesmondhalgh at the same 

time warns that the relationship between producers and audience becomes skewed.65 The separation of 

the producer and the audience contributes to that, alongside with the fact that the amount of good ideas 

is manifold higher than their material realisation (filmatization).  

 Johnson agrees with Caldwell and Hesmondhalgh giving management-producer much greater 

importance of cultural power, supported by all participants in the institution hierarchy.66 At the same 

time, he represents Foucault's attitude (Michael Foucault, 1972), 67 that those producers use words, 

pictures and activities, which become the subject, object and meaning. That way Foucault brings us 

closer to the spirit of the time in which they are acting, since their activity is a symbol of that time. Art 

defined that way, describes the moment in which it was created and achieves its aim, upgrades the 

material.  

 In the literature we observed the producer's job in the frame of industry is in a vertical line: Studio, 

Indie and Independent producers.  

 In theory, Production studies mostly follow practices through Hollywood examples, probably 

because of the number of successful samples and statistic concentration around labour force. Meyer 

2009 describes profitability as a producer's ability to recognize the needs of the audience. 68 This claim 

can refer to all the types of the above-mentioned production. But if we investigate Caldwell's texture 

analysis, we can notice the difference. The job of a producer, as a public figure, is being evaluated and 

observed all the time. That is why William Goldman gives the following perception of communication 

with the producers in the same industry: When a studio executive says, 'I love your work!' it means 

'Who let you past the guards.' 'We're going to make your movie!' means 'Six months from now you'll 

read in Variety that we're making a cheaper movie just like your idea.' And 'This is the best first draft 

I've ever seen!' means 'You're fired.'  69 

            Because of the great responsibility and demand, economic power and power of decision with 

company defined limits, they are forced to defend themselves and so their communication becomes 

insincere and false. However, the question is if this is the way producers' communicate in the whole 

branch 'industry' or only in the observed part.  
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 Caldwell explains that producers' insincerity in communication by the fact that producers are 

merely salesmen. Their job is only to create - enough myths. 70 Caldwell warns that using producers’ 

mythical statements for research is wrong, because it does not give the real picture, but only promotes 

the myth about the same business. That is why he offers a research with the associates who are in the 

production hierarchy of lower rank, or below the line of the creative team production. We should 

repeat that such researches are related to the Hollywood standard.  The director Michael Oblowitz has 

given an interesting statement (1989): I've been able to crossover from such a radical avant-garde 

position to such a commercial medium […] Godard meets Monterey Pop is my ideal. 71 He claims that 

it is easy to 'creatively' shift between named production divisions.  The question arises and it should be 

checked whether this term is a flirt with the branch or a real statement. The difference in the way of 

financing, motivation and intention, creative freedom, difference in film making condition, and 

communication makes these shifts not so pain-free. The example of Miramax, of the author Perren 

2012 in her Case study, shows how one mythical success comes to a completely controversial result. 

(This paper was being written in May 2017 before the Weinstein case – the scandal from October 

2017 and 'MeToo' reaction against the misuse of female position in film, so we will not deal with it, 

even though it supports this conclusion). 

 In order to approach more easily to the elaboration of Case study in this thesis, which belongs to the 

Independent production – we will look up in literature the hierarchy of relationships among examples 

chosen from America Indie and Studio production. We shall start with Studio. 

2.2.4 Studio producer - Case analysis 

 In this Case study Zafireu 72 gives an example of Studio producer and confirms with his analysis 

Hesmondhalgh's thesis of distorted cooperation between the producer and audience. As an example, 

studio producer Zafireu took Gil Cohen who presents and explains the reason for his separation from 

the audience through cultural status and earnings, or higher level of existence, 73 which separates him 

from the ordinary audience. He comments his elitism in a way that children will never have to work, 

justifying that claim with the cultural value of general interest, which his job creates.  

 He is 'green-lighter', or a person who puts the finger in the right place in order to feel the Zeitgeist, 

i.e. time spirit. The thing that is of a great help is gut instinct - a feeling from the stomach, which does 

not have to be innate, but created over the time or enhanced by experience. 74 But being separated from 

the audience, he feels unable to understand their needs in order to know how to determine 'the real 

thing'. So, he asked his home mates (children and close ones) for help. He used his child, for example, 
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to understand the value of Ninja Turtles - Teenage Mutant Nina Turtles 75 the story that he himself 

launched. However, Mayer (2009), Perren (2008) and Hesmondhalgh (2006) see gut instinct more as 

an illusion, the invention of a special talent to discover the unpredictable.  Hesmondhalgh wonders 

how it is possible to test the book before it is written. He would rather confuse the gut instinct of a 

Studio producer with the current trend 76 which Hollywood Studios practice in pre-testing the market 

and tracking competition. We get the feeling that a Studio producer does not have any more 

obligations than choosing 'the right content of the future film' and connecting the right actors with 

Studio producers. The others oversee the rest of the film. 

2.2.5 Semi-independent Case - Miramax, Independent/Indie Case 

analysis 

 Let's look back on Alice Perren paper (2012) and her PhD thesis studying Indie (semi-independent) 

Miramax and its owners, producers Harvey and Bob Weinstein. While the previous example of 

Zafireu's Studio producer is important as an example of industrial hegemony that Hollywood and its 

high production bear, the Indie example of Miramax and in the beginning independent Weinstein is 

important for this paper because it is:    

1) contemporary of the Independent producer Christine Vachon and the Case study of the film Boys 

Don't Cry  

2) Weinstein brothers were the most productive in the same time as the Case study of the film we are 

analysing 

3) thanks to Miramax, which at that time started the change inside Hollywood film policy, which will 

have positive and negative impact on the Case study of this thesis 

4) Miramax and Killer film become associates and competitors 

 

 The Weinstein brothers first started with organising music concerts (production), to shift slowly to 

organizing film projections. Films like Scandal (1989), Sex, Lies and Videotapes (1989), My Left Foot 

(1989), Cinema Paradiso (1990), The Cook, the Thief, His Wife and Her Lover (1990), Tie me up! Tie 

me down! (1990), The Grifters (1990), The Crying Games (1992) are the films made while Miramax 

was Independent producer. They took part in their launching and distribution, sometimes even as the 

producer before the cooperation with Disney, exactly before entering the Hollywood Studio and 

Disney house. Entering Disney Studio Miramax, Weinstein brothers become the most popular 

producers and distributers of new film wave coming from America. 77 In other words, the secret of 

success was that Weinstein found the refreshing fact that young talents take the creative risk, thus 

experimenting with a new creative and free business model on film - bringing new air into the sleepy 
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market of the Hollywood spectacle using megalomaniac marketing and distributional infrastructure. 78 

However, this business turn (or a marketing trick for earning) has its other side. 79 Creators themselves 

very quickly became aware and warned that these conglomerates are killing creativity, because usually 

they measure creativity and adopt it to the needs of the economy and audience account. Meryl Marshal 

explains this phenomenon as a mix-match of free creativity of Independent production, and Studios 

non-free, limited creativity, which uses the same channels of high Studio distribution circulation, 

selling it as highly free Independent project. The great number of more or less successful cooperation 

between Miramax & Disney which are analysed by Perren 2012: Shakespeare in Love (2000) Heaven 

(2002), Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), Kill Bill (vol.1-2, 2003-04), opened up more obvious conflicts of free 

creation by the authors who were put on the production map by Miramax, as the Disney business. 

Mark Gills, the new Miramax director in 2008, after Weinstein had left Disney without the possibility 

of keeping the company's name (established before the cooperation with Disney), announced a 

complete closure of Miramax only a couple of years after, saying: Yes, the sky really is falling. 80 It 

was difficult to understand that such a great success that Miramax made all over the world, may come 

to an end. But analysing the Perren's case it was made clear that the relation between freedom of 

creation and market law or market power are inversely proportional – respecting mutual equality. The 

decline of Miramax started the moment it was rejected by those who created it (Independent film 

creators), for example the director of Sex, Lies and Videotapes (Soderbergh, 1989). It is obvious that 

the Disney Studio could better withstand the financial fiasco than the attack on Studio policy, by 

keeping the children's audience with accepted entertaining content and loyalty to the ruling structures 

in the US society, for example in films like Fahrenheit 9/11 – political activism and Kids (1995) - dark 

side of the society from the children's perspective (cooperation with Christine Vachon). Although 

Perren offers a lot of theoretical material for this thesis we shall leave it to appear later in our analysis.  

 

Brief review of Miramax case in Appendix 1.   

2.2.6 Aesthetic or content as free creative expression 

 Taking into consideration the production division into Independent (free of any non authors 

influence), Indie-half Independent and Studio and the way they work, we came to the next point of 

their passing, which is reflected in content quality or in free expression of the creative work. We are 

back in to the theory of creativity or aesthetics. In Baxandall's work Patterns of Intention (1985)81 he 

observed a work of art by Picasso from 1908 and the fact that Braque defined creativity as our 

emotions are less about the objects itself then about the history of our mind's engagement with the 
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object82. This way they transferred the creative work content into an idea that it possesses, which 

further finds its way to the audience. Marx also pointed out the causality of the idea and its ownership 

that we mentioned in the historical section of this thesis. So, when we put together these two claims 

we come to a vital trinity point – the creation of ideas, their ownership and their influence on the 

public mind. When ownership gets into creativity, then freedom becomes limited because of different 

interests.  We can make a conclusion that free creativity and property/ownership are in reversed 

proportion.   

 Here it is very interesting to mention that the film Boys Don't Cry is based on a true story, a 

newspaper article, thus creating a bio-pic, an artistic expression from a real life-case. The efforts for 

winning the rights and ownership of the idea were crucial for the film realisation. A good newspaper 

article is often a good trigger for a film story. Therefore, Hollywood is famous for testing its audience 

in order to make a film that appeals to the taste of audience/media. Answering a few questions, the 

audience literally defines the content of a future film,83 Hollywood limits free creativity with these 

results, or creates a hybrid content adjusted to the market. That way, instead of author's work with 

independent potentials, we create a chain of wishes of the audience and decision makers. 84 Not only 

that - Studio managers' inaccessible 'group responsibility', who create Hollywood film content, include 

easier manipulation with copyrights of a single creator, because the authors' creating credits are 

transferred to a producer's credits for which they are paid not only with producer's salary, but also with 

the quality and quantity of authors' credits. We talked about these credits in the review given by 

Zafireu. That could also be the reason of insincere communication mentioned before.  

 With the last review we can draw a conclusion that even though Studio, Indie and Independent are 

part of the same film industry, they make similar films and conquering similar market.85 However, the 

way of working and motifs for creation, i.e. intentions, are completely different. This identifies a 

different relationship among the employees in production and later distribution. That way the attitude 

towards free artistic expression becomes a crucial point in an exposed industry. That is why the critical 

analysis of the term Industry is necessary both for this paper and for scientific research dealing with 

(author's) film as part of an industry.   

2.3 Business strategies concerning marketing 

placement  

 The producer's job, in every industry, is highly connected to the money resources you must realize 

for your idea. After the Production studies – labour force, gender, intention - content, Industry 
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definition and ways of business management, we will shortly return to the market, economy and 

strategic policy of product placement.  It is important to rest here because all the items mentioned 

above such as the intentions, motivation, content, freedom, creativity and work, labour are leading us 

to the product which should be taken out to the market, ruled by the market laws: marketing, the 

power of creativity, media coverage and Festivals as the first place of placement.   

2.3.1 Marketing, audience, statistics 

 The market is usually based on observing one parameter and that is profit. Such an observed market 

has a reverse loop - which is that the market consumer determines the content of the product. We have 

already mentioned this with regard to the Hollywood studios and Studio producers. But how to satisfy 

the consumers - audience, if the nature of the product-film is non-standardized? The question that 

follows this question is whether consumers have the possibility to evaluate what they really want, or 

they just take what is offered?86 According to Hesmondhalgh we came to a Catch 22 87, which we 

stated earlier; how to reconcile creative intimacy and career rebirth 88 - as a creative swing and good 

market. Good economy requires good and healthy competition. When in private hands, we can easily 

fear a double game, i.e. promotion of self-interest while preparing the ground for future steps – a 

completely strategically defined 'cunning' management advocated by almost every industry, as well as 

film industry – so obvious in Studios, television and media conglomerates. In this game of the big, the 

small can be either expelled or eaten up. 89 In order to understand better the 'misuse' of the market, we 

should mention that there are certain methods influencing consumers' psychology, too. So, Todd 

Gitlin,90 through 'market mind' claims that if the consumers have the time of reflection shortened, they 

react irrationally, more impulsively, which can have positive effects on shopping or consumption. It is 

a standard placement of a film - block-buster in the first week of showing. An example is the 

promotion attack of the film Suicide squad 91, we mentioned before. In that way, a bad film, which is a 

creative fiasco according to the critics, became extremely successful in terms of earning. Besides 

creativity, the length and way of placement clearly define the distinction between the US Independent 

production in relation to Indie and Studio, since literature and their authors relate their conclusion in 

comparison to the Hollywood system of market management and success.   
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2.3.2 Festivals and awards 

 One way of placement of a quality film in film industry is Festivals, which are especially important 

for the Independent producers. It does not refer in that regard to the Studio producers in Hollywood. 

They have protected their success with global distributional network, but also with the award they 

founded alone The Oscar Award bestowed by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for 

the best achievements in film, is the most important award in the film world. 92 AMPAS (Academy of 

Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences – Oscar) was established in 1927 by Louis B. Mayer, head of the 

Metro-Goldwin-Mayer and thirty-six directors and actors, as a non-profit association, mostly to 

establish unionization among Studios and members/workers, and they did not establish the Award 

even as the main goal. From the English speaking perspective, all movies made in another language 

are foreign language. If production is mixed – it is less valid.  

 Almost all the authors (Perren, Lavy, the actor Beatty, Vachon) agree that the Oscar award is the 

most important for the English-speaking area. Levy points out that it was created as a normative 

system of cultural symbol transmission, placed in frames of middle-aged white male, 93 where the 

award for female roles were meant to go to young, beautiful actresses 94 usually in the role of an 

object. The Oscar was formed by joining Studios' groups in 1920s when Hollywood faced horizontal 

and vertical integration, eight studios controlled most production, distribution and cinemas 

(Paramount, Twentieth Century Fox, Warner Brothers, Metro-Goldwyn Mayer MGM, Radio-Keith-

Orpheum, Universal, Colombia, United Artists) […] lasted by 1950s.' 95 After this era of Fordism, or 

total Hollywood hegemony, with the appearance of television the face of Hollywood, which transfers 

to Independent authors (freelancers), producers and Studios, was changed. By the eighties, an entire 

58% of film production was not done by Studios. This is important in order to understand the changes 

of Hollywood superiority, inside the US and outside – especially during the research for our Case 

study. Hesmondhalgh gives statistics where, even with the reduced local production, Hollywood is still 

superior to the rest of the world. That percentage was explained as hegemony. 96 Now it is the perfect 

time to remember Marx-s question – who is the owner of the idea? That hegemony is the reason why 

many 'national' cinematographies have been threatened, as Hesmondhalgh explained, for better 

understanding, political economy 'globalisation' is an ideological screen behind which cultural 

imperialism continues to operate. 97 Those are the symbols representing cultural 'soft' power. Even the 

Festivals in Europe were not immune to this disease. In Europe, Cannes Film Festival was established 
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as a response to Venice during 40's. Berlin after the Second World War against the East block and 

Russia; Sarajevo Film Festival could be interesting for an academic research, too. 

 In this paragraph of Festival policy, it is important to understand that the presence of small-

Independent production and producers, since they are also placed in some kind of or the same wide 

political, economic context, entering the Festival means serious film potential both in the local and the 

global context. Here we can see how the producer's decision about Festival placement and Festival 

selection determines wide range of a film's popularity and success. Likewise, (non)selected films most 

appropriately define strategic guidelines and cultural policy of a Festival.  

2.4 Literature review – fields of research and 

questions for the Case study 

  So far, we have defined the producer's position from Production studie's point of view, and the 

attitude of labour force, which create the film in the frame of film industry. To proceed further, we had 

to stop at management within film business, observing the market laws as well as film creating laws. 

We found 3 types of management or film productions, and disclosed the differences between them 

within the same Industry. It is all necessary, in order to point out in the end the aspects helping the 

film to be better established. One of the ways of placement is a good choice of a Festival.  

We extracted questions from the theoretical part, relevant for our thesis in the Christine Vachon Case 

study that are going to be considered in the Discussion (following chapter 3.3). All the questions for 

the interview with Christine Vachon were divided into the following categories:  

A) Deep texts and Gender 

B) Decision making and creativity in Independent production 

C) Release strategy – marketing and Oscar business achievement 

D) Producer's secret 

 

 Of course, we should bear in mind the gender of the producer, as well as the nature of our case 

which is unique by the fact that it is the rare example of an Independent woman producer who 

succeeded in bringing her low budget film to the Oscar, creating her own norms of work adjusted to 

her own criteria for author's work on film – which is yet to be analysed. The final paragraphs of the 

Case study analysis will be left for comparing the results of the analyses with the existing literature 

with the aim of proving the thesis. It is important to repeat that the object of this thesis' analysis is the 

producer, who is, like all other successful producers, attracting public attention. This attention is 

always followed by the aura of untouchable myths, which are inaccessible according to Caldwell. 

Therefore, we will determine the position of the researcher before we start the interview with the 

producer.  
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2.4.1 The position of the researcher 

Being aware of the existing problems, we approached this research entirely as researchers. Therefore, 

dealing with the 'secret affairs' in the field of production, we made it clear that we were entering the 

area with closed information. The position of the researcher can be the position of an external person – 

not so involved, or inner observer – who knows all the secrets.  Finney wrote in his work from 2008 

that 'nobody knows anything'. Such an interpretation unfortunately stays on the surface of the problem. 

Caldwell (White, 2006) who observes everything from the Hollywood perspective, suggests to the 

researchers to be aware of one level of observation: reflectivity in method the scholar may disclose (as 

an effort at authenticity or legitimacy) the presence of his or her own media experience and 'credits' or 

not 98.  In other words, the power of the researcher lies in the severity of his/her credits for obtaining 

sensitive material of evidence. This problem has two obstacles: the first observing the researcher as 

being suspicious, because he/she is constantly sniffing around something that is not publicly known 99. 

And the second is, when we come to the potential examinee, how to get a true story, not a myth. That 

is why Caldwell suggests for the research to be done below the creative line of production - its 

textualization, staying in the authentic environment in situ.100   

 In our case, the researcher needs to be experienced in both fields, but in the interview with the 

producer, we approached it as the external observer.  
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3. Case study Boys Don’t Cry 

 Following the subject, objectives and possible results we come to the Case study and the film Boys 

Don’t Cry, produced by Christine Vachon.  

 The original plan was to have the interview with the producer in her office in New York, but 

because of the limitations of a Master thesis, the distance and costs, we dealt with it the other way, 

using the producer's rationality dealing with the time, costs and quality. Finney 2008 warned that 

'gathering and sharing experience in this environment is an anathema to many film practitioners.' 101  

Besides that, instead of spreading the story horizontally to other cases in order to get a relevant 

sample, this work followed the same author on the same topic but from a different time perspective, in 

order to reach the most adequate and objective answers. Since spreading to the other cases does not 

have the same quality basis, we stuck to only one example creating the scheme-pattern of possible 

success. Together with the interview made for the purpose of this Case study in April 2017, (as 

mentioned before MeToo movement) we added the producer's observations from her two books – 

Producer’s diaries from 1998 and 2007, as well as the interview with her close friend and the associate 

- Todd Lippy, a former magazine editor 102 from 2000, shortly after receiving the Award. This means 

that we considered the period of her reasoning of 30 years between 1998 and 2017. Also this Case 

study means completing two more Case Studies from previously mentioned literature, both 

quantitatively and qualitatively. Those two studies are: Zafireu's Studio producer and other Indie 

Miramax, presented by Alice Perren 2012 in her PhD thesis, as good examples of comparison. 

3.1 Interview 

 Before we move on to the exact interview, it is significant to explain how we reached the producer 

for the interview, since this introduction could establish the disparity in communication between 

Studio/Indie and Independent producers.  

 At first, we needed to get in touch with the producer. So, we tried through the Swedish Film 

Institute, because Christine Vachon had her lecture here in 2009. But we do not have any trace of 
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communication from that lecture. After that, at the 44th IFFI, International Film Festival India in 

2013, Susan Sarandon, who is a close associate of Christine Vachon, showed up. There we managed to 

exchange a few words on her cooperation with the producer Vachon, but it was not an opportunity to 

ask for the contact for our Case study. Further on, via Killer films official web site, it was not possible 

to do anything, because no one ever answered the phone. We tried to get in touch with a Swedish 

young director Nicolas Gillis 103 who also did not answer his phone. Then we finally got the contact 

from a film maker from New York, Aleksandar Kostić 104, the winner of Balkan New Film Festival in 

2016. He had a direct telephone number of the New York Killer films production office. After a short 

conversation with Vachon's assistant, Sidney Forbs, the interview with the producer was appointed for 

the day after, and it was proposed to be done on the phone on 26th April at 18.45 (local Stockholm 

time). The conversation lasted 15 minutes and it ended with Vachon's advice to contact Kimberly 

Peirce, the film director, for additional questions.   

 

Photo 1:  44th International Film Festival Inida, IFFI Goa 2013, in conversation with Susan Sarandon. Chapter 

5.3 

Conversation transcription 

1. You are one of the most prolific and important producers today. Given your standing and 

experience, would you say that being a woman in this business contributes to change in labour 

norms – and if so, how? 

- I think... it makes such... feel like little bit more, you know… It feels certainly more responsible. We 

tried that from the very beginning, to put women in totally furious way, they didn't usually appear… 

When I first started with the film there were no women Directors of Photography and we gave a lot of 

watch work in a top of the filled matter, the first films like MB and EC (authors notes). We also 

worked with films in Milano a few years ago; we tried to put women as much as we could in director's 

seats and in many other technical and practical jobs as possible.  

Is it the same with the entire crew, I mean people who are working with you? 

- That's what I mean. 

 

2. How to understand the decision-making process regarding the story of Boys Don't Cry? Who 

took part in making this choice, and is this how the process usually works in your case? 

- We heard about the project through one another director Rose Troche105, and she told us about the 

young director whom she knew, who was working on the project about Brendon Teena. At that time, 

you know the Brendon Teena story had captured the imagination of a lot of people in America: there 
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were a lot of articles written about it, there was a documentary about it. What came out of it was that 

we were the only people who had figured out that there was a very interesting story here. She (film 

director Kim Peirce) came and spoke to us about it, and she shot a footage already, but this footage 

was not something I was ready for. It was abusive, but she was a very articulated and passionate about 

why that story should be so important and she really convinced us. So she went on and spent the next 

few years, at that time the Killers had not yet attended on the trial, so she spent the next few years 

attending the trail, having meetings, doing a lot of deeper research in Nebraska, I think that real 

breakthrough was… she originally started out doing a kind of fictionalized version, and in some way 

the trail takes her back even if such thing should be another way around. When she finally decided to 

break the facts that she really wanted to have the real Branson story, she pieced it together.  

In this decision-making process, do you feel that you make decisions by yourself or you are making 

them in team?  

- No, I have a partner Pam Koffler and we make decisions together. The matter at a certain point of the 

script felt that it was strong enough, so we went on trying to find financing for the production. That's 

what we did. 

Gut feeling, content importance. 

-I could just say – the script was strong. 

 

3. In what ways did you take part in developing a release strategy for Boys Don't Cry? What, in 

your view, is the most important step in developing a release strategy? 

- But first – developing and release strategy are two different things. 

Yes. (Then I repeated the question) 

- Well release strategy was done really by Fox Searchlight, the distributor of the film. Well I mean 

…our participation was as usual, we tried to be there, make sure that the material would represent the 

film effectively, as the trailer did. By at the end of the day the distributors who paid for a lot for your 

movies, wanted to be sold the movie, that's where we discussed the release strategy. Because if you are 

not on the same page you won't sell them the movie, and if you won't sell the movie it is pretty much 

saying that you would not give them your job. 

You know their strategy was to make Hillary's performance a big deal because the film obviously was, 

you know, it's something impressive so trying to make Hillary's performance being massive and spend 

a lot of money to take it all the way to the houses. 

Did you influence this strategy? 

- Yes, and in the way, I just told you. 

 

4. How did the marketing for the Oscars work in the case of Boys Don't Cry? What effect did the 

Oscars have on the revenue of the film? 
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- Winning an Oscar did significantly increase the revenue of the film, but also gave it much longer life. 

Because, you know, those are movies that people return to from time to time again, so you know when 

Searchlight decided that it was something, they knew that they could achieve something, they could 

achieve nomination, but then when she got The Golden Globe, I think it started to be clearer that the 

performance was so spectacular that they really were shocked. An Oscar campaign, look you can read 

lots about that and it's there is a lot of money involved in terms of making sure that you know, that the 

actress should be out there, seeing a lot of events, people continue to speak about the performance, we 

tried to make people to write about it, get people talk about it. 

In relation to investment I remember that you mentioned on this visit to Stockholm, that you 

invested about 1,7 mil $ 

- I didn't invest anything. The Financiers invest little under $ 2 mil.  I don't remember exact. 

And then Searchlight took it for 5 million 

- That's correct. 

And then that's how long I could remember from your lecture, that campaign for the Oscar was 10 

mil $. 

- That is correct. 

 

5. Are there any sources available to learn more about the production and marketing of Boys Don't 

Cry, which I could use for my thesis? 

You know, just go online and just take a look at marketing material, how marketing material worked... 

it was a long time ago. Almost 20 years ago. 

Do you have some sheets that I can use for the present thesis? 

- I don't. I am sorry. You could probably find them online. Kim Peirce certainly speaks a lot about 

production, it is easy to find interviews with her. 

Can you provide me her contact? 

- Sydney (Christine calling her personal assistant) could you provide Kim's mail to her? 

 

6. In your view, what are the most important yet understudied aspects of media production today? 

Are there any areas where you feel that academic research could contribute? 

- To be specific, to the writing of the screenplay. Depending on what screenplay is about. 

Is it something about content…important stories to come out? What about academic research? 

I don't feel qualified to answer that question. 

I am so sorry I must go on. Buy. 

(End of conversation.) 

 

Shortly after the conversation with the producer, followed the conversation with the director Kimberly 

Peirce, whose contact was provided by the producer Vachon, and forwarded by the secretary of the 
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Production. Kim confirmed in her mails what the producer Vachon said, addressing the research 

further to the Internet for the statistics and the archive material of the film.  For the Case study we took 

two most relevant sources that gave same figures, www.the-numbers.com and 

www.boxofficemojo.com106 

 

Boys Don't Cry theatrical performance 

Domestic Box Office $11,540,607  

International Box Office $9,200,393  

Worldwide Box Office $20,741,000  

 

Detailed weekly analysis could show that theatrical visit has risen 442% after Golden Globe Award, 

from $ 107 000 to $ 583 000, and then after the Oscar further 50% from $ 500 000 to almost $ 1 

million. 

 

Photos 2: Releasing posters Boys Don't Cry October 1999 and Oscar nominees. Chapter 5.3 

 

 Neither Christine nor director Kimberly Peirce have supporting material from the Boys Don't Cry 

release, since it happened twenty years ago. Both were explicit that all Boys Don't Cry material is 

presented on the Internet. Figures and archive marketing material is there, as well. 

3.2 Additional material and sources 

 After the interview with the producer, we started to process the material and sources from 1998 and 

earlier, up to 2017. The period of the film realisation was when the first Vachon's diary was published 

in 1998. The period around the Oscar Award in 2000 was described best by Todd Lippy, a former 

magazine editor, a very close Christine's associate. His observations are not popular film literature, but 

very demanding, a direct and deep interpretation of the work by close associates. The period after the 

Award and the success was covered by her second book from 2007, and finally the interview we had 

in 2017. This time perspective will give a real picture of the producer's thinking as well as the validity 

of her stands, experiences and statements, in order to avoid "myth" and get a clear picture of film 

realisation.  

 The additional sources and Case study material will follow the same pattern as in the interview's 

five questions. Our aim in this part is to keep the authenticity of Producer's thoughts presented as a 

whole. Discussion will follow after the review of her statements. 
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a) Textual, gender and labour analysis (relates to question no. 1) 

Crew behind the camera as labour  

Cast and stars as the part of the film labour 

Partnership and collaborators  

Gender matters 

b) Decision making and creativity understanding in Independent production (relates to question 

no. 2) 

How she chooses a project 

Boys Don't Cry background – preproduction 

Boys Don't Cry production 

c) Film launching strategy - marketing and Oscar business understanding (relates to questions 

no. 3, 4, 5) 

Boys Don't Cry postproduction: Releasing, Oscar importance, Marketing, Distribution, Business or 

positioning perspectives in Hollywood 

d) Producer's secrets 

Bad language 

a) Textual, gender and labour analysis 

Crew behind the camera as a labour: Christine is very happy to be surrounded by her associates. She 

is very observant and takes care of every crew member.   

 

Casting and stars as part of the labour: Takes care of her actors and fights for their rights. Of course, 

all her agreements are sealed with the contracts, in order to preserve the film 107 mostly with open or 

direct relation both with the team of workers and the actors.   

 

Partnership and cooperation: Here, she often states her cooperation with her closest associate Pam 108, 

a finance-minded person in the company. She is always a good interlocutor for all the unpleasant 

things that this work always brings.  

 

Gender matters: We will pause a little longer in this section. Producer Vachon never talks about 

gender explicitly by using or blaming the others, as an explanation of gender inequality. She is aware 

of her position in the producer's environment, and she makes comments about that with a bit of 

sarcasm, which the professor of Gender equality at KTH, Anna Wahl109 also mentions as a good 
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weapon for the fight against it. At the same time, the artistic milieu of her interest in producing, 

dealing with homo-, bi-, transsexual relations as mainstream, not as queer phenomena, is very clear. It 

seems that here she finds the space for expressing those norms, which also affect her in private. She is 

neither angry nor resentful. On the contrary, she finds a way to present those injustices through her 

work and to bring the existing discrimination to light.  She got the first insight in gender inequality on 

film during her film education at Brown110 school, in her film and semiotic classes, from articles 

written by Laura Mulvey Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema she remembers […] a movie 

objectifies a women – shows her legs before her face, for example, as happens with Marilyn Monroe 

in Someone Like It Hot – women watching it have to (adopt) the 'male gaze' in order to get the 

pleasure from the story, 111 explaining that the film is more than merely putting popcorns in the mouth. 

The previous exemplifies her sense of humour – something that Professor in gender research at KTH, 

Anna Wahl, often repeats on her lectures. 

 Relying only on her own experience, she warns that in the same scene the limits of allowed nudity 

are greater with women than with men – according to the official reports of the Motion Picture 

Association of America Film Rating System112. She used to be expelled from the game when her male 

colleagues, associate authors and financiers started working on the idea, even though she joined them. 

But she is also very fair because she advocates film quality, pointing out that a huge problem can 

occur if the financier becomes the producer - there's an intrinsic conflict of interest. 113 She also 

notices that women are usually less paid than men playing the main roles. An actress, Julianne Moore, 

proposed because of her main role: 'I'll call actors for you. I know how hard it is to cast when the girl 

is the lead.' 114 Of course, in the world of technique - as the film shooting, there is still a myth that it is 

man's job. That is why she hires women as Directors of photography, which was confirmed in our 

interview. But I do think that one machine works better with boys. People are more familiar with the 

whole idea of a male director, especially when he is a maverick who's bucking the system. 115 These 

are only small details of her extremely charming and vast observation of gender inequality and 

everyday struggle to move things from the dead end.  

b) Decision making and understanding of creativity in the Independent 

production   

 In this part, we will deal with the producer's work in the domain of making decisions, and her 

experience in the part of launching the film. She often explains that even unpleasant situations, no 
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matter how complicated they are, must be solved in the favour of the film.116  But it is true only if she 

is the only producer. If there are more producers, they should better make compromises in order to 

keep the peace during the realization of the film. She often coordinates with her associate in the firm, 

(for example, with Pam about the correct decision). Obviously, Pam also follows the same policy of 

gender as Christine Vachon. 117 

 Continuity is also her decision. Continuity seems to be the essential word in creation of Killer Films 

production house, that explains her start in film strategy orientation by recruiting committed 

teamwork:  

Anyway, Killer was founded because Pam (Pam Koffler – producer partner in Killer Films) and 

I did Kids, Stonewall and I Shot Andy Warhol all in one year. It was great – a lot of continuity, 

and we built a team. At the end of that, I said, 'I want to keep this together', and asked Pam to 

stay with me and she did. We called it Killer Films from the Cindy Sherman movie we were 

doing at the time, Office Killer. I just really liked the name. 118  

That is why her decision is to think and act in a team. That way, if she talks about margins of society 

in her films, she does not create them from position of 'wonder' (she didn't like queer), but from the 

position of main things that concern everyone, like a mainstream. 119 

 

How she chooses a project: Three things are crucial regarding Vachon: The first is the script, how it 

had been pitched to producer. The second is the director. Because Killer Films is a tremendously 

director-driven production, how they articulate the idea to the crew. The third is 'something' you 

cannot reach through script, or pitch, you can just mention the right thing… Sometimes I see it, 

sometimes I don't. 120 This is a very important moment that separates the Independent producer from 

gut feeling – gut feeling is present with Studio producers presented in the literature.   

 

Boys Don't Cry - background, preparations: We will mention a few characteristics of the producer's 

job during preparation and shooting, which will influence the film placement, directly or indirectly. 

After the project Go Fish (1994) Vachon was searching for new talents, with the intention to help 

them develop. This answer was current in the time of her interview. Rose Troche, Go Fish director, 

showed her graduate student and a friend from Columbia her partially completed PhD thesis film, 

called Take It Like a Man. The young director was determinate in her idea, even though the thing she 

had shown as her previous thesis was not much convincing.  

 According to Vachon, she was a super bright graduate. In the 'pitching dialogue' she took big 

directors' names to explain her vision as Scorsese and John Ford - but Vachon's attention was taken by 
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her description of Teena as Pinocchio. 121 She did the PhD thesis film (footage, from the interview) 

about a teenage girl Teena Brandon, who pretended to be a boy named Brandon Teena in a small city 

in Nebraska and was later raped and murdered for that. She described the director as a workaholic who 

described Brandon's decline as: Just like Alice falling into Wonderland, so is the girl Teena falling into 

Brandon's character. Her passion was unpredictable, and she was the kind of a girl that made all of 

them smarter.  Her abiding ardour or irresistible passion was unavoidable. That's why Killer exists. 122 

Kim had nursed her own scenario for five years. She was thirty.  It is clear from the producer's words 

that she was searching for a new talent, with a good and strong idea, ready to make it come true. 

Lippy's sources confirmed the same things and pointed out that Kimberly spent time in Nebraska. She 

made a research123 in Nebraska, spoke with the people there, hung out with the kids. Shooting 

locations are authentic areas in Nebraska, where the main character comes from.   

 Financing the film was very difficult. At first, MGM gave a green-light from MGM film finances 

but then they stopped it. The interesting fact is that it did not stop the producer Vachon who explained 

it like this - My role is that your ambition should always be greater than your money 124 or take that as 

a walk on the delicate line between no holds barred and the bottom line. From an economical 

perspective the Boys Don't Cry start consists of: Pegged at $ 1,7 million, assuming a non-union crew 

and a cast of unknowns, lowest possible budget that gave us possibility to pay people. This non-Union 

(no syndicate) means less expense for the cast and crew in Boys Don't Cry case, that relates to 

Hesmondhalgh's (2006) insurance reflections in the theoretical part of this thesis.  

 The amounts we are mentioning here belong to preproduction-business matters, not the film 

releasing part. From the investor's position, company Hart Sharp, the duo producers across the hall 

(who later produced You Can Count on Me 2000 and Nicholas Nickleby 2002) agreed to finance the 

whole budget of $ 1,7 million. As Kenneth Lonergan remarked: The money they'd raised was burning 

a hole in their pocket. From Vachon's producer's side their good intention and productions investment 

include one uncertainty:  they could not secure the whole budget by the starting date. This shows her 

ability to handle shaky risky producer's matters between potentials and possibilities. Lippy, her 

associate gave the same explanation in the interview he gave in 2000, that the money acquired via the 

production Hart Sharp was originally dedicated to another project which was postponed until the 

following 10 months, so they decided to allocate the funds to the producer Vachon's idea. It was 

something less than 2 million dollars.  

 

Photos 3: Theatrical performance Boys Don't Cry domestic and international box-office statistic www.the-

numbers.com (Chapter 5.3) 
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 But accepting the start budget was not only hitched with this movie. Vachon knew about the secret 

that Drew Barrymore125 was in the middle of developing a Brandon Teena story with Fox Searchlight. 

Vachon decided to start as soon as possible. Fox had bought rights to a true-crime book about the 

murder of Aphrodite Jones. When they found out about the competition Fox started to threaten 

Killer/Vachon that they have no rights use this story. Fox had the rights, but that was not enough. Here 

is one more shaky risky producers' grid. Here producer Vachon had a remarkable advantage due to her 

experience. Killer had dealt with similar topics before, so that this problem did not even exist for her. 

Teena's history was circulating in so many media and numerous articles. Arguably, her story was a 

public matter. And, above all, the articles were less valid for her story (according to a few sources and 

Case study interview). They focused on prime sources in theory: prime definer126, following the trail. 

 But Killer had one more trump card - 'life rights' agreement throughout direct communication with 

the living person Lana Tidsel. Therefore, Vachon's advice is that if filmmakers have to deal with an 

unknown, living person (Vachon is giving Lana Tidsel as an example, Brandon's ex. girlfriend) they 

are supposed to have 'life rights.' 127 

 Beside Drew Barrymore's project, the director Don Murphy had Brandon mother's rights and the 

right to the documentary about the crime, called The Brandon Teena Story. Behind him was New Line 

with Neve Campbell. Everyone could have a different approach to the same history. Brandon was dead 

and nobody could say whose story is 'true' which was producer Vachon's stand from the beginning: 

Have some kind of rights, toehold it and make best movie from that, first.128 

 Besides financing and arranging the copyright, the important detail is the presence of a Star in the 

project, which always does most of the publicity. It was difficult to find the actress who will best fit in 

the role of Brandon. Talented actresses came and went with no results. Hillary Swank lied on the cast 

about her age – she said she was younger and that she was coming from Lincoln – Nebraska (Teena's 
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hometown). They figured out later that Hillary didn't speak the truth, but she fit very well with the role 

character. 129 That is how she caught the right cast for the main role. Vachon agrees that the most 

inconvenient part of film politics is always cast assembling. Casting represents the most delicate 

preproduction work. Description of the state before the production would be: Half of the budget, a 

competing project in the wings from a studio and a star. This could be the trigger for her decision-

making. But in this relation, we see the thing producer Vachon mentioned in the interview as her 

advantage – good sense of success: strong scenario, good associates, and reediness/wiliness to act. 

 

 Boys Don't Cry production: is also full of challenges, but we will mention only a couple of them, 

just to show the close connection between film production and its distribution.  Shooting began with 

the conflict between Kimberly, Hilary and Brandon (a film character) – who knew him better. Hilary 

Swank is a star, and Kim is a debutant, so the authority games started immediately. Producer Vachon 

always gives advantage to the director.130 This part shows the decision making in synergy of co-

operation and co-creativity. Music is also an integrated part of copyright and usage of different 

clauses. The script has gone through at least 20 revisions until the final version appeared131. When you 

deal with the provocative film, you must co-operate with the provocative people – the example of the 

film Kids 132 and Boys Don't Cry. In this section, which is extremely long, the producer Vachon shows 

the determination to learn from work – practical and creative, putting all her ambitions into the 

content, which is important. During the interview, she mentioned that the script was very important as 

the director's idea to deal with the story alongside with their associates. That is her engine that gave 

her power through the amorphous and demanding mass of the creative industry.  

c) Film launching strategies 

 In this part we deal with the film launching strategy regarding winning an Oscar and business 

strategies from diary and interview sources, that relate to the third, fourth and fifth questions from the 

interview.  

 We have already mentioned that during production MGM shut the 'green light' for film making 

because they wanted a more universal story. However, the production had gone so far, that producer 

Vachon could only notify: the train has already left the station.133 The thing she was aware of was that 

small productions like hers were very demanding, because everyone tried to trick each other. The 

concept of the debut film of a young director, who chooses the topic many people deal with, caused a 

lot of commotion and interference. As an example, before the festival in Toronto, the producer Vachon 
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sat with the Festival lawyer and signed a contract that the Festival would not take any consequences in 

case of a dispute while showing it. We should emphasise that many great authors were interested in 

this film and threatened the producer because she did not have copyright. Everything about the film 

Boys Don't Cry was always on the verge of the possible. But the producer Vachon persistently and 

thoroughly turned these obstacles into her success.  

 For the first premiere of the film, producer Vachon chose Venice Film Festival. She was 

supposedly in a good relationship with Alberto Barbera who had shown her films before and asked if 

she had something new. The film's first title was Take It Like a Man. Once he saw the film, he selected 

it immediately. The Festival in Venice is least demanding, according to Vachon134 and easier for 

manoeuvre, bearing in mind its tradition.  

 

Photo 4: The film market and festivals calendar (See table 5.2, Finney 2010: 53) Chapter 5.3 

 

 Vachon had no intention of selling the film until it was finished, which we can conclude from her 

diaries and interviews. The problem was the lack of money for finishing the film in postproduction.  

 Speaking of negotiations about film placement, Vachon clearly states that: You try to make the 

process reward you, but money costs money. 135 In this part she clearly emphasizes the importance of 

investments in advertisements in order to make the film more visible and secure return of the money. 

She believes that her working price is in taking risks every day for the things to be realised. That 

means that the money ratio in the relation production: distribution: marketing for launching of the 

film Boys Don't Cry is 2: 5: 10 – which was mentioned at the beginning of the paper, when speaking 

about marketing within Hollywood. 

 A post-production problem occurred with Hilary Swank, the actress, too. The producers planned for 

cooperation were the same producers who did not believe in Hilary Swank from Beverly Hills 90210. 

Producer Vachon was brave enough to approach the same distributors to enter another project with the 

same actress. Producer Vachon writes about her doubts, and her practical side was shown there. She 

took Kim's footage136 and went to the Sundance Film Festival 1999137 with the lawyer John Sloss, 

ready to sell the film to the same distributor. At the end, she showed the footage to her competitors 

Lindsay Law at Searchlight. It pays to be tenacious, she writes in her book (2007). Searchlight project 

Teena had stalled out. Lindsay asked Vachon to give them the offer. Vachon offered the film for $ 5 

million and won the bid. Drew Barrymore was appalled. Vachon succeeded. 
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 The film had its premiere on 8th October 1999. The Golden Globe Award for Hilary Swank's 

Hilary's acting came in 23rd January, followed by an Oscar on 26th March 2000. In the entire process of 

selling the film pitching, we should emphasize that it was done after production. This means that 

Searchlight bought a complete Independent, authors' creation - or auteur film, without taking part in its 

making or changing the content or putting limitation on production. It means that the author of Boys 

Don't Cry was completely free in decision making during production – shooting. If we regard this 

from the way Caldwell understands the 'creative production 'pitch' - this is good example of how a 

visual presentation takes one step ahead.138 Vachon did the same by showing footage at Sundance and 

Searchlight. Competitor hooked explained later Vachon. Remembering that in conversation during the 

selling question-answer, giving-taking, when the buyer passes - pitchers must be immediately ready 

for additional story ideas. It means being ready: Having a lot of balls in the air of the project.139 The 

very evening of the Oscar award, Vachon explained saying:  

In 1999 Hilary Swank went from Beverly Hills 90210 to Boys Don't Cry to the Best Actress 

envelope and never looked back.  At the Governor's Ball that year, everybody wanted a 

photograph: Hilary and Oscar. We didn't need to work the room. We couldn't. Everybody was 

coming at us. […] It happened that fast. And thanks to Boys Don't Cry, Killer reached a new 

level of legitimacy; we have proved that a $ 2 million budget, a non-union crew in Dallas, and 

actors working for scale didn't matter if you made a great movie. 140  

 

So everything that happened before that night was just the preparation. Vachon clearly states that in 

the first negotiations about the film Lindsy Law, the head of Fox Searchlight, was very clear that she 

will not invest a single penny in promoting anything but Hilary Swank - I need to put all my money 

into getting Hilary the Oscar because that's what's going to make the difference. 141 That very 

difference is important to understand in a context in which the Independent producers have the 

advantage over Studios, which is the flexibility of the negotiations. Even though it happened – every 

show or event, headline in newspapers, just pushed Hilary forward. Hilary was the focus – it was 

clearly confirmed in the Case study interview and other written sources. The producer did not insist 

either on the directing or the script in the race for the Oscar. She left the 'strongest card' of decision to 

the distributor, because one Oscar (in any category) casts the light on every other aspect of the film, 

including her as the producer.  

 Since the case of selling the film and its placement was complex, another thing of interest is that 

Vachon had weekly meetings with the distributor who made the decisions about marketing and 

investing.142 This shows that Vachon took an active part in film placement following the distributor's 

suggestions, even though the film was sold. She recommends to her young colleagues that it is very 
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important to finish the negotiations about the film placement before selling, not after the film is 

sold. Also the choice of Searchlight was not random. Vachon compares Searchlight saying that they 

are anti-Miramax. Where they used to say, 'Cut that scene out or I'll shelve your fuckin' movie', 143 

Searchlight more often uses words and advice, such as doing the scene another way, thus hoping that 

the film will reach a level that can satisfy all parties. Producer Vachon sees here Searchlight's 

complete advantage on the market - which the company confirmed by staying in business up to now, 

unlike Miramax, Weinstein and their way of working. She is also aware of the fact that the placement 

process should be left to the professionals, so even though she was involved in the process of film 

placing, she could stay aside, as in the case of the Hedwig release. 144 This part shows the ideal way of 

cooperation where every partner finds its place and does their job the best they can, in addition to the 

fact that positive relationship with the distributor is the most essential condition for a successful 

release.145  

 Producer Vachon emphasized that different receptions in Hollywood have a significant difference 

in renown. Therefore the less important are called civilians crappo.' 146  while the more important are 

the Governor's Ball and the Vanity Fair Party. Making comments on the dress code of such 

receptions, she remembered the comments other people had for her on the Oscar night - “call us when 

you make a commercial film." Comments as such often made her think of herself as an Independent 

author-producer. It was very difficult for her to enter and stay in the classic film business (mentioned 

before as 'strategic'). She has always been attracted to other kinds of film because most of the films I 

make tend to fall into the dreaded 'execution-dependent' category. 147 From this moment you can 

clearly see the difference-advantages and disadvantages of the artistic film, Independent productions 

and Studios, which in theory are equal to firm such as Pardo, Finny, DeFilippi & Arthur and Peng. 

Without strategy, projects tend to fall into the dreaded 'execution-dependent' category, which Studios 

cure much easier then Independents. It is that moment when Vachon gets the feeling of falling back to 

the same start repeatedly. We make a difference between strategic and project management, where 

strategic marketing is a necessary basis for the continual project movement. 

 The producer Vachon is against pre-testing of the film, pointing out that it is a Hollywood 

workshop for making content of the film that the audience wants and is totally contradictory to 

authorship. This is particularly so when the Studio producers say that this has nothing to do with 

statistics, but merely with reaching an idea of how to promote a low budget film. But when the first 

numbers are shown – suddenly, everything becomes the story about the statistics, usually bad.148 Here 
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we can also notice that double meaning dialogue, which we mentioned earlier in theory at Studio 

(Chapter 2.2.4 Studio producer - Case analysis). 

 But there is also the fact that the way of measuring a Studio producer's success is not the same with 

the Independent producers. Vachon explains that mainly all things published by the studios are a 

marketing balloon, but with smaller - budget films, it is less the question of opening numbers and more 

about legs – seeing the per screen average numbers: stay steady; or better, rise over time. 149 This 

statement is supported by low-budget film authors: it is more important to last over time and grow, 

rather than sparkle and disappear, which is the characteristic of Studio films. Here we see the 

difference between marketing management and measuring the success of two different productions.150 

Vachon advises small productions to follow what big Studios do and find their own myth for 

launching the film, because Independent films offer all the freedom of creating the myth 151, which was 

Miramax' most prominent tool. In a marketing sense she gives one more component of ingenuity of a 

successful producer - instead of investing into void marketing, everything can be done with one good 

investment into a good actress-star. They are the marketing. That is the way of doing business in 

Hollywood, to a mutual satisfaction - the Independent producers offer creativity but need a star, and 

Hollywood stars need the artistic content, which commercial aesthetics do not have.152 

 Vachon, just like other Independent producers, carefully watched her more successful brother 

Miramax who claimed that year after year, the Academy Award can be gamed; you drop enough ads, 

you build enough buzz, and you can create the sense of inevitability.153 In the same business, Killer 

Films and Miramax were sometimes partners and sometimes even involved in dangerous competition. 

Weinstein's 'winning concept' was confirmed in praxis twice or more times.154 The biggest one was 

Shakespeare in Love (1998).  Miramax was at that time (after the 90s) a huge challenge to any 

independent filmmaker/producer. They were so successful that they made other Independent 

companies retreat. It is a tough game of competition and success. It sometimes had a positive effect. 

Running for the placement at a Festival, there were situations where Miramax withdrew (for their own 

reasons) and so unwittingly opened the way for the producer Vachon and her film to success. One 

example is Far from Heaven was in - and Julianne Moore won the Grand Prize! 155 Even though this 

case has nothing to do with the film Boys Don't Cry, this example reveals something else. Small, 

almost invisible manoeuvres within the Festival positioning of the film take us to dramatic differences 
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between success and failure. This step of 'happiness', however missed in the race for Oscar with the 

same film Far from Heaven, when Vachon attacked the distributor for not doing a good job in film 

marketing. The distributor's answer was: The movie should've performed better. 156 Right after that 

film, Vachon made her own success formula for winning an Oscar award: I bet if you could look at the 

votes in each category, there'd be just two films in close competition: a winner and the underdog, 

because Academy votes like: Hollywood ending and they like a third-act twist. 157 Caldwell denies this 

codification of discovering an Oscar success putting it into the category of 'myths'. However, it can be 

seen, from the given examples, that both of the great producers Killers and Miramax make their 

formulas of success, something that could be stated as common activity among the (independent) 

producers. 

 Producer Vachon pays a lot of attention and respect to media, and she recommends this to all film 

creators. After all, the story of Boys Don't Cry started as a newspaper article. This even influenced her 

choice for deciding on the time and place of the premiere as being very important.158 Everything that 

followed was much easier than with the Oscar. After that, Cannes came as a vacation, because Oscar 

did its part:  Now more people trust us. 159 And also because the distributors chase after the films that 

will win most of the advertisements, promotions, and they are always winners. 160  

 At the end of this analysis we left a detail that we should pay attention to, and that is the transsexual 

dimension of the film, or whether it helped in winning the Oscar. Producer Vachon, as well as the film 

director, clearly emphasized that the problem of trans-sexuality and homo relation was not the topic of 

their film, nor did they make it from a queer perspective. They also did not want to cater to a 

politicization group, which would have wanted 'the right way' to evaluate the film or judge it before 

the premiere. The film was clearly made as a love story, which breaks the norms in a completely 

ordinary way as a mainstream film. 

 Summarizing this Case study, in the part of launching the film, it is clear that Christine Vachon as 

an American producer, had to break the code of Hollywood hermeticism. That way she emphasized 

that Hollywood does not cherish the culture of togetherness, as many used to believe before, because 

everybody competes to be part of it. As she wrote about Hollywood: It's a culture that thrives on 
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exclusion, adding that the only way inside is to do the real work 'outside': do what you love, do it 

consistently, and everything will follow161, giving the example of the producer Brian Grazer 162 who 

got $ 12 million in producer's fee, where the entire Killer production could function only based on his 

salary. What irritates most in a professional way, if we exclude the everyday producer's demands, is 

that these Studios, when it comes to cooperation, treat the Independent like: How about nothing?163 

Thus Vachon claims that when she makes a balance on what remains as her personal success is her 

credits, because everything else is a notoriously opaque business. 164  

 

Photo 5:  Author's courtesy (Vachon 2007:142), revenue issues - there nothing remains to Killer films 

production. Chapter 5.3  

d) Producer's secrets  

More about the Producer's secrets in Appendix 2. 

 

Bad language: Before leaving the Case study, we must notice the bad and vulgar language during the 

work on this material, as in the example Like I said, independent film had become a big fucking 

career-catapulting deal. 165 In John Pierson's foreword to Vachon's he writes 'You are fucked' or 'fuck'. 

It goes to that extent that Vachon call her job prostitution at one point, stating that she sometimes feels 

awkward while selling and placing the product. We find the openness (almost unpleasantly sincere) of 

the Independent producer describing their job as a 'seller', unlike Studio 'mythical hermeticism'. Is it 

upon the female sensitivity to notice, because these expressions do not appear in the interview, or the 

norms that are imposed and established? Anyway, we should also bear in mind or even suggest more 

research in language use, which Caldwell and other authors also propose theoretically.  

3.3 Discussion 

 In the discussion, we will compare the present analysis results from the Case study with the 

theoretical conclusions, in order to come to the concluding results in this thesis. We will start with the 

answers on the research questions and claims in a question form from Chapter 1.1. 

-  How should a producer strategize in order to reach the best public engagement and use as much 

creative and economical potential of her movie as possible? The answer to this question is: 

 It is important to maintain readiness and orientation in choosing the content theme. Basically, it is 

always a good script and the strong idea of the director, followed by dependable teamwork, with the 
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eagerness that is possible to realize the proposed idea and make it into a film. And with those 

preconditions the wheel of Christine Vachon production is always turning.  

 The second question was related to film realising matters:  

-  Is the investment in marketing crucial for the promotion of the film at festivals? What are the other 

opportunities that influence a film release on their way to Oscar selection and success? What are the 

obstacles or opportunities to film content communication, during the selection period and later after 

any awarding as elements of a movie success? 

 The analysed example shows the importance of both the creative parts used for the promotion and 

the pragmatic, which demands the presence of a distributor that will invest in further promotion. 

Parameters such as a good story, acting, location, the exact time of the premiere and advertisement, all 

help the promotion. However all this is only an auxiliary means or an already determined assumption 

in entering negotiations for further distribution. But without an impact marketing, which means 

strategic financing of the marketing machinery - which Searchlight did in our Case - the Independent 

film could go rather far even as self-governed, but would lose the peak which is essential for winning 

an Oscar. Oscar in this case means economic success as well as a long lasting life of the film.  

 

- Are the movie key producers only project managers, or could they be seen as strategic managers?  

Or, is the film success a single occasion rather than the sum of predicted steps done in strategic 

manner? 

 The present Case analysis confirmed that Independent production, just like Studios' producers, is 

not a 'one time - single use' phenomena that disappears because of incapable business, forced to flee in 

front of steady and successful Major film strategies or Industry hegemony. And besides the work 

structure on film as a single project – prototypes, where the strategy is supported by the series of 

prototypes or projects - keep the production wheel turning for 10, 20, 30 years. The Independent 

producer struggles in topics and creativity that matters, which awakes and meets the public in the 

present time, that is, stories that matter which depict less artificial and empty-entertaining issues. The 

presented Case study gave an example of how a small production could spin the machine with its 

creativity following its unique path to the audience and success. 

 

- Could we trace a new ethic/aesthetic with women producers' presence in the film industry? 

 Key film producers are not only project managers, they are also strategic managers - in terms that 

they represent film success not as a single occasion but rather as a sum of predicted steps, performed 

strategically. In that manner we could see how an ethic/aesthetic can find its own expression and 

successful realisation. 

 

- Adding women in the film business historically goes hand in hand with feminism. 
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 In the fourth reply, the awareness of the producer is obvious regarding her understanding of gender. 

She never speaks in terms of explicit feminism in her materials, the interview or in her diaries. It is 

possible that feminism is used explicitly in various statements in media, more in a context of 

interpretation, which has not been focused in this thesis. It is clear that producer Vachon is very well 

aware of the norms that rule film business and that she consciously works on changing those codes 

throughout her work (from a deep text perspective), choosing labour and associates, narrations, and 

locations that at the end influence the pure aesthetics. She readily talks about the topics that are 

important to her and her associates, staying completely in their Independent space, on one hand 

separate from queer production margins, but also keeping a necessary distance from Studio 

entertainment production business.  

  

 These would be conclusions that are related to research questions of this thesis. But there are parts 

of the above-mentioned literature, which requires an additional discussion in the context of the 

analysed Case specified in the research gap (Chapter 1.1), because they directly or indirectly have 

contributed to imprecise understanding of the Independent production in presented film industry 

framework. 

3.3.1 Theory discussion 

 We shall go back to Caldwell, and his critical practice deep text analysis, where we realized that his 

viewpoints mainly match the results of the Case study. Artefacts, symbols, and icons given in the 

present research analysis, confirm that their influence is visible behind the camera, and makes an 

impact on the final film product where both content and film aesthetic are shaped, foremostly after 

masculinity. This entrenched Masculinity is often invisible and hardly noticeable in for instance the 

choice of locations, while very visible in prejudices related to working conditions, for example in the 

choice of directors of photography and directors, as well as in the narrations and jokes that are being 

used, for instance on the set. It is even clear that among 'generals' and 'managers' and the highest 

business posts are reserved for men. In literature, these inequalities may be stated as unnoticeable, but 

in our Case study the woman producer showed that they are nevertheless noticeable and that they can 

be overcome with persistent work, awareness and observation. The shooting location is also important, 

not only as artistic space, but also as a working place too. Following Caldwell's recommendation, our 

research, which is 'ethnographically situated', satisfied the ethnographic principle in situ.  We 

compared the Case study example with other similar cases (Indie and Studio cases) in the same space 

and ethnographic conditions and how it was possible to overcome cultural, language and ethnographic 

differences. The next step was observing Independent production in relation to Hollywood but from 

non in-situ, or out of an American perspective.  

 The labour discussion was finished with stating that salaries really went down with the downfall of 

the classical Studio system of employment, which could be traced, back to the appearance of 
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Television. The new system of freelance labour gives more freedom to film workers, which is a 

category that Christine Vachon belongs to, together with almost all her associates. The discussion on 

advantages of educated professionals or the ones, who only have experience, is still open, because in 

the example of producer Vachon that was irrelevant. She used to work with both sides, usually outside 

the syndicate because of financial savings. Concerning her education, she mentioned Brown School in 

the beginning of her second book. The statement from the theoretical part of this paper on producers, 

that they are 'gatekeepers' mostly differs because Independent and Studio producers have two different 

approaches. The Independent producers, unlike the Studio producers, very much share their 'credit' 

with their associates, while Studio producers gather credits with 'no show', keeping the secret of 

success for themselves and their superiors. This type of attitude introduced in practice illegally gained 

credits of other authors, as for example to writers' authorship of their own script or idea. It is part of 

the insincere communication, which is common in Studio conditions. However, it was not the case 

with producer Vachon, either in the interview or in the research materials. And the fact that the 

interview with Christine Vachon was appointed without struggle talks in favour of this.  

 In his critical practice Caldwell gives the table 166 of opposite examples and production misleading 

– myths, unlike real analysis. The first column presents examples of myths, which can be called 

business lies, and the other column, which is steady industrial practice. If we analyse them, it may be 

very easy to conclude that the first one is the description of the Studio understanding of work and 

practice, and second presents Independent production. Following Caldwell's Production studies theory 

suggestions - Studios avoid the truth, by wrapping it in myth-coated communication, confirming that 

their content is distanced and unimportant for them. Independent creator's, as the producer's essence 

described in second column, deal with issues or subjects that bothers creators, audience and society, in 

a creation that can breathe fully, following their own creative decision-making, pushed by a passion 

for creation. The second one is less entertaining and glamorous, more often called darker167 from a 

Studios perspective, measured in other tenets than exclusively money. Often called Independent film 

or artwork, these movies clearly represent content-immaterial differences, and an opposition to the 

Studios' focus on entertainment, revenue, and business praxis. 

 While economic and market scholarship always emphasises the importance of creativity within the 

creative industries, which separates them from the standardization of common economic and market 

rules, through aesthetics, creativity, content as creative expression, motivation and goal – at the same 

time culture and media study, even Production study, seems to avoid to enter such topics. Without 

observing such problems the whole discussion on cultural industry stays on the surface. Without the 

freedom of individual expression and its specifics, creative industry cannot be compared to other 

industries because of its individualization in the process of creation, authorship in different spectra and 
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in the product-a work of art. If the precondition of creativity is freedom, then it is crucial to keep in 

mind, who is behind that freedom, or whose money or interest are behind its realization. Here Marx 

and Engels have the right to claim that relation between the means of product and the production of 

ideas is not broken. Once we determine the ownership, it is easy to come to motivation, as well as the 

intention of production, which can usually be divided in two basic categories: entertainment and 

money or a devotion to higher goals of existence, education, truth, and a reconsideration of norms.  

 A simple formula for every marketing can be: Money cost money - creativity cost creativity. The 

present Case study similarly proves that filmmaking costs historically keep the same level. Earlier, 

technology and human resources were more expensive while marketing was less valued or less 

present. Today technical advancements, improvement, human resources and flexibility lowered 

production costs, while marketing took over the remaining investment. Proportion 2:5:10 in the 

present Case study shows a ratio between creation and distribution and marketing. This ratio in a 

standard Studio production today used to be in proportion 1:1, or that film production investments are 

the same as for distribution and marketing investment. When they are mathematically simplified, these 

ratios show that we should invest 7 times more money in Independent film marketing, in comparison 

to the investments made in genre film marketing, having in mind that a starting budget in Independent 

production used to be significantly lower than genre film. 

 Whether it was on purpose or by coincidence, Caldwell skipped the review of genre even though he 

mentioned it in the title of his critical practice (White, 2006). But trough a detailed analysis of the 

Case study it was clearly confirmed that genre was less creatively demanding, or so to say 'more coast-

effective' in terms of revenue, because it had a certain creative structure and safe audiences. The 

recovery in a Studio budget is usually done through genre - romantic comedies and horror films 

(Perren 2012, Vachon). Genre almost does not exist in Independent film industry, because a real 

creation goes beyond the established frames, mostly explained as drama genre. Genres also can very 

transparently show differentiation among industry divisions. Perren (2012) made genre gradation too, 

by giving artistic film valuation, bringing that as an enough tangible request for profound 

understanding of film industry. Perren gave the great explanation that romantic comedy and horror 

were genres that reach the public easiest. In business terms this could be defined: Genres have a 

common investment, secure money revenue and an established working path as a Hollywood Studios 

favourite. On the other side, drama with other - non-standard film projects – exists, but is not such a 

popular topic since it provokes the audience taste, needs more marketing efforts that usually reach a 

more niched audience, often described as dark, which means less public, meaning lower budget, 

harder working conditions and possible lower revenue. Our Case study film example and producer 

Vachon prove the same experience and understanding. This genre observation also indicates one 

unstable ground of film industry phrase usage.  

 If we stick to the management, which was divided into project and strategic management in 

literature, the present Independent Case study example showed that her project-based management has 
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been run in a strategic manner. The continuity of these strategies could be seen in her long producing 

biography with a number of productions. This issue will be crucial for the later hypotheses evaluation: 

Her race for Oscar was not a self-driven success by accident. Neither was it a super predicted process. 

It was more the awaited result of a gathered experience, which together with long-term efforts, 

suddenly in obvious time and space, started to act together for success.   

 

 This is the right time to critically analyse the unification of the term Industry. 

 The precondition of the Independent production is freedom of creation, but in Studio – it is freedom 

of earnings. This could be understood as meta-criticism toward Caldwell's industry practice 

understanding (White, 2006) at least within moviemaking - since they differ in a very opposite, almost 

antagonistic way, in their understanding and praxis of industry. Let's have a look at some of the 

presented antagonisms. We found antagonism in communication, a form of 'gate keeper' producers 

that kept the secret of Studio craft, and through the 'gut feeling' of the Studio producers that give 

themselves credits of other authors of the film, gaining financial interest from this. Studio producers 

give themselves credits this way, by adding other authors' credits and receiving money for it. In 

communication, they avoid the truth by making it incomprehensible. In case of the Independent 

production and producer Vachon, she works just like the other authors on film, who get paid for that, 

which is common financial and 'credits' evaluation among film the crew. Also in simple 

communication there were no barriers, lies, nor ambiguous answers, so the claim 'that researches 

should be done 'below the line' crafts, professional associations, and ancillary workspaces, provide 

better or at least different understanding of the complex fabric of the production culture'. In this Case 

study it was not necessary since all data we used from different periods, including her interview and 

her associates were telling the same story.   

 For Studio producers, gut feeling is a tool, which can be improved. With the Independent it is 

usually divided between these aspects: it's feeling of something right, an authentic script, directors' 

vision and trustful associates. Besides that, we have already mentioned the tendency of Studio 

producers not to show up, but to manage and make decisions from distance instead, 'no show' presence 

as well as telling the myths, or avoid telling the truth, consciously or unconsciously. The interview 

with producer Christine Vachon showed quite the opposite. We can say that the interview for this 

thesis could be longer, but Alice Perren in her entire book did not have direct communication with the 

brothers Weinstein at all (whether by intention or not/because of myths or inaccessibility, it is 

uncertain). Vachon's Case study interview keeps one dutiful relation, confirming our researched 

material gathered from different sources, as evidence for the sincere intentions which she harbours 

visa-a-vie her work.  

 If we were only to follow economic – market examples, we would have a lot to add to the 

difference between the Independent and Studio. Independent filmmakers have self-driven initiative, 

and are involved in the whole passionate process for moviemaking, free from predicted audience taste 
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results; they struggle for the creator's authority with content related communication, giving an 

advantage to the public by avoiding indulging to the audience, often understood as a challenge. 

Studios, and Major conglomerates, with their huge investment, and distribution hegemony, give less 

creative freedom (Kusturica's impression after his first and only Hollywood film Arizona dream 1993) 

making content always in the service of the public, following investment/revenue pattern, digging 

almost always into audience's taste and hunger. The first industry group is the one that Caldwell calls 

manufacturing, craftwork, with the term – boutique filmmaking, while the second could stand for a 

stable industry standard strategy definition because they involve much more investment - revenue, 

audience related production, predetermined to worldwide distribution. The first one is almost always 

described as a project based business or short-term business, the second as a strategic, or long-term 

business. They have very different creative standings and working pattern, motivation, purpose, 

creative view and working shape. These differences are so obvious that they formed the question:  are 

we in the same industry? 

 Coupling Hollywood with American Independents as in this Case study, then global with local, 

national with transnational, industry driven with individual driven production, TV/Studios with Indie, 

and many more comparing dimensions of filmmaking, that belong to the same industry, this problem 

becomes more visible and accurate. Each of these areas has its own Industry sector/division, defined 

by locality, economy, creative freedom, motivation, intention, aims, content – that can exist side by 

side, but can easily fall outside, because mainstream has such a power. To prescribe one and same 

name - film industry, often measured by Hollywood, and expect that it will fit with the rest of the 

filmmaking world is questionable. Scholars could use this method with no deeper selection or 

understanding of industry differentiation content, but could it be suitable for all mainstream film 

industries? - at least not for the present researcher. Caldwell's made a contradiction in his Critical 

praxis with industry unification (White, 2006). He is suggesting in-situ researching as universal 

pattern, while he niched Critical Industry Practice understanding, in one geographically determined 

Industry area - the most powerful entity Hollywood. Can one in situ observation, fit with other 

observations? We choose in our work the same in situ destination - area, but industry outcomes were 

totally different. Caldwell is defining Hollywood in the same way as Industry that is as a 

geographically situated cultural phenomenon. 168 It is suitable if we unify all audio-visual material that 

Hollywood produces, as compatible to worldwide, or at least American based local film production. 

The present Case study in Caldwell's explanation of Critical Industrial Praxis points at a great number 

of differences. Again, back to the extremely good example that Perren (2012) gave, following the rise 

and fall of one prominent former 'Independent' later Indie-Studio example, Miramax. This example is 

more than evidence for the fact that the very same industry pattern (read division) established and 

understood as one and same industry could be fatal for other co-existing agents in the same industry 
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but in the different division. Miramax tried to move their business vision from free independent, 

unpredicted, filmmaking to the vehicle of investment-revenue, audience predicted Studio direction. 

That eleven years long Indie journey had a hard time resisting or existing in-between: an art-house free 

independent filmmaking industry, that has power in self managing passion and motivation/content 

driven creativity - a less predicted, and Studio managed entertainment industry production, with totally 

different hierarchy of potentials, where content is almost always in service of revenue - never as 

unpredicted act of free creativity. So first have power in free creation, defined in Derrida's term 

Archive Fever169, where Archive could be understand as memories and content driven aesthetics – then 

the rest could be fixed; and the second in investment-market with the motto: the rest could be fixed, 

too.  

 This fortified the need to adjust the understanding of the Industry term in one more suitable term: 

Industry Sector or Industry Divisions introduced in Theory part - Industry definition (Chapter 2.2.2).  

Are Disney, Miramax and Killer films in the same industry at all? I would say, yes, but in different 

DIVISIONS - sectors170, and even if they have the same public engaging purposes, there is a vital 

difference in so many aspects that it 'must' reorient even critical knowledge. All these reflections refer 

to the future research adjustment of the industry term use in its sub-entities, sectors, or divisions. The 

Case study example explained and exemplified this differentiation. 

 But these antagonisms have something that attracts them to each other too. These two or more 

industry divisions overlap. TV/Studios Majors industrial machinery needs pieces of unexpected 

creative aesthetic artistic work.171 A similar adjustment is needed by Independents in starting the 

budget, marketing and distribution investment. Caldwell also recognizes different cultural 

performatives as differentiation in performance even if other things seem to be the same, in the contact 

zones, bounded sanctums and semi-public spaces of the film/video workplace,172 finding the same 

share of workplace spaces. This statement could be accepted, with the presumption of performing 

culture differentiation. 

 All the above-mentioned factors lead us to the conclusion that Studio film production and 

Independent film production are best performed in their domain - divisions. The moment we enter the 

other field, there is the fear of losing work's authenticity, when it comes to misunderstandings, 

resistance and downfall. At that moment, motivation and the content of creative expression change 

financing and the approach to the audience and market. The Independent producer cannot become 

Studio producer and maintain all the features of independence, if that is their aim, at all. Audience and 

authors can very quickly realise they are being manipulated, as it was the case with Miramax. And it is 

                                                      
169

 Derrida, Jacques. Archive Fever, A Freudian Impression. Translated by Eric Prenowitz. Chicago, London: 

University of Chicago Press, 1995.  
170

 Divisions - in the film world more present term than 'sectors'. 
171

 Perren, 2012 
172

 White 2006:147 
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logical that something that was predetermined for fun and earnings cannot advertise as an artistic 

expression suddenly; or that an art house film spread its wings and head to mass entertainment. That 

type of fraud contains qualitative content and cannot be hidden. The examples of preservation of 

originality are best shown in cooperation between Killer film and Searchlight. Less good examples are 

Miramax and similar Indie divisions, which were doomed to fail. Both Killer films and Searchlight, 

even if they belong to different Industry sides of the Independent and the Studios, are still running 

business by keeping their own playground: free creation governed by independence and the creative 

entertaining governed by Studios. Of course, the cooperation is priceless and necessary, which Harvey 

Weinstein noticed in Miramax, but merging these two extremes into one, as it was the case here, they 

had to pay with their credibility. In the end they were discarded both from the Independent, who 

understood the financial fraud they used, and Studios who didn't tolerate that type of freedom.  

  

 Industry divisions can bite and love at the same time, understand and support or misunderstand 

and deny each other. But in front of the public (we should say Festivals from this Case study 

perspective) everything falls aside when film creation performance opens its jealousies. And 

Caldwell's third criticism c) Critical Industrial Geographies (sanctums, borderlands, contact zones) 

actually points towards the Film Festival as an excellent example. Sanctum is the Festival as ritual 

place, with celebrities in focus, film 'creation' and business release; Borderlands are industry divisions 

and their differentiation that appear within same 'competing roof', and Contact zones gather all 

networking and exchange emission that Festivals can offer (Chapter 2.1.1-c). 
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4. Conclusion 

 Considering everything that was mentioned in literature and Case study, we reached a conclusion - 

which should confirm the hypothesis and show the directions to further development of this vast filed 

of research: Every creation is free choice, with no limitations between their intentions and motivations. 

As soon as political, economic and any other, non- creative, interests are in, limitations warn and with 

time become solid. The first one is responsible for creating higher values and idea realisation, while 

the second is responsible for making it massive and helping it survives the market. The first makes the 

future, while second one uses to buy it. Following that, current methodology suggestions for the film 

industry research need adjustments. 

 The results of the analysis emphasize the clear, almost antagonistic difference between the 

Independent and Studio film making, especially in the production domain, which brought us to 

necessity of a deeper definition of understanding film industry word expression and creation a new 

term of industry divisions. However, the differences between the necessity of cooperation between 

these divisions in order to achieve better results, both creative and economic, where the audience gets 

the most – accessibility to new free creativity. We noticed in specific examples that Hollywood and 

Independent productions in the US should maintain their original positions. Creative part should be 

independent from the financial part, in order to avoid limitation of film creativity – author's work. 

Studios should continue with market preservation. Therefore, in the part of distribution realisation, it is 

advisable to join forces – the Independent with the Studios for the sake of launching the film, since it 

requires some additional investments and provides safer placement on the world market, of course 

over well-conceived Festival life. Good example of this cooperation is Miramax in its early phase up 

to the Disney collaboration, as well as cooperation of producer Vachon and the distributor Searchlight. 

The way and working practice of this cooperation is unique and differs from case to case, but the 

results of success gained by statistics can be measured and compared. Everything we said for the 

companies here refers to their producers, as well. Both sides are aware of their strengths and 

weaknesses. If partners clever join forces of both divisions, consequence could be the amazing 

success. If partners misuse weaknesses, long-term results can be undesirable for all sides. We do not 

mention specifically Indie here since it contains both sides, more or less successful. Good example for 

that in Searchlight.  
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4.1 Pattern and future studies 

 We concluded that creative industry has two types of products: standardised and non-standardised. 

With standardised we get the industry turned to marketing, audience and profit. But with non-

standardized we turn to free creativity, artwork, searching for new creative perspectives. We will try to 

provide a possible model or a pattern, which could help the independent creators in their creative-film 

struggles, by using Business matter-of-fact SWOT model analysis (Chapter 2.2.1). A synthesis of the 

above is: 

  By using one's own integrity as a creator - author, struggling for an idea that matters, 

Independent production, in its low budget sphere, has an advantage among competitors in that it is 

faster moving - quicker acting, flexible, self-driven, creative renewing and challengeable 

movement. What helps the Independent in its struggles to win, or what defeats the competitors, is 

probably their Strength or strongest card that can fulfil the new market's need. Opportunities for 

Independent low budget author's production is in unbound, free ownership and decision-making 

position - between two producing destinations: creative/producing abilities - during the shooting 

period and second releasing freedom to stickiness, and gathering credits and publicity that matters. 

These advantages must be seriously taken to overcome weaknesses and treats, as the 

unpredictability of a creative brunch, taking care of the fragile wheel of strategic management, 

having in mind an edged financing pot, competitors' potency, possibilities for idea stealing, instable 

economy that shifts between projects in its strategic run.  

 

 Strength also is the producer's credits: experience and readiness, potency to act faster than 

competitors, by taking at least one step ahead in advance, to leave competitors behind. The risk-

taking is the producer's highest bid for the success and revenue. Film promotion and marketing 

could be left to more skilled collaborator for instance Studios. How to reach distributors interests, it 

could be producer's 'pitching' individual competence, mixed with long term run experience that 

could uncover the invisible path of success. It is also lower work costs in comparison to big 

Studios, starting from the producer's price. The Independent producers create films with the 

different market value, that is not only commercial, and that way they differ from their competitors, 

as a unique product with high artistic quality. It is both a niche and a domain of persistence, a 

segment of their success reached with the different ethics, aesthetics, ethnography, locations, 

moving the limits of the existing norms and looking for the answer for the questions of great 

importance for the audience.  

 

 The present research opened possible 'creative' ways of understanding the releasing strategies in 

Independent film production, viewed from a good festival decision making process, together with a 

theatrical movie life establishment in a healthy open competition. It is important, or crucial for the 
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film's future. The critical analysis of the film Boys Don't Cry release from producer's work perspective 

shows the obvious differences that exist between independent film creators and the entertainment 

business machinery, in its developed and hegemony divided form.  

 By investing mere money in creative work will result in money because money costs money, 

following Vachon's definition. But if you offer life and passion in filmmaking instead, your revenue 

will be life and passion; following Vachon's equation, probably costing life and passion too. With only 

life and passion investment you can't expect money as outcome, and vice versa. This is confirmed by 

what happened when the mix match took the place in Hollywood in 1990's: money investment in the 

moviemaking life and passion, created a new generation of Independent producers. From a Studio 

perspective, inversely, by giving the passion to the Studios investment - the successful Indie majors' 

division producers appeared. This mix-match is still on-going and opening the new perspectives.  

 Concluding this work we found two equations that are of significant importance. Creative Industry 

with economy - money as a fuel, put creators on a motorway, by making them ready for all types of 

speed; putting the efforts on racing competition and winning. Creative Industry with the life as a fuel, 

have demanding impact forcing both creators and consumers to step ahead to the deeper level of 

existence. This second pattern could be seen as Aristotle's established and defined term catharsis since 

two millennia, explaining the importance of drama for existence. In drama, as tragedy, catharsis made 

the audience feel released, better, more intelligible. The moment of that release can be found both in 

Theatre and in Independent film making when creators reach the sincere sense of existence, by 

activating the audience in socially intelligible way by dealing with the deepest essence of life and the 

archetypical truth that matters. Independent films also known as artistic and creative, continue to be 

the moving target finding its own way to survive, since everything moves, including film images 

together with our lives. Moving images can be compared between different media contents, as TV, 

Internet streaming, Cinema, Entertaining and TV Series. Some of them could change one's life, some 

can fill a life of emptiness. In Independent filmmaking or auteur film it is clear: If our inner existence 

remains unmoved by one film, the question is why we do have them? In that moment, art or culture 

impact is not a zero, it is 'less than a zero' - wasted time. 

 Another equation is from one wider perspective. It gives a taste of Einstein's theory of relativity. 

Observing another system always depend on the observer's specific system condition (according to 

Mileva and Albert Einstein 1905 and their Miracle year). From one more outward perspective, we 

cannot deny Perren's view, on the impact for cinema changes in Hollywood and worldwide during the 

1990's in Hollywood, following Weinstein's case. But moving our very same observation of the 

Hollywood (same time and same place) to Vachon's or Independent's inward perspective during the 

same period, we could trace one quite cruel friction among them. Because if we add a gender 

perspective - it could make all observations more relevant.  We then have two relevant results: same 

distance, same target, but different outcomes, important enough to be taken seriously in academic 

research. 
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 This Independent film making wave is still vivid and flourishes more in divided form like queer, 

mainstream, national, transnational - narrations and landscapes, which shows that both creators and 

consumers are ready for new challenges, which put the whole normative system on a shaky platform, 

as our Case study example did in '90s and is still doing. For the future analysis in Media studies, 

Independent filmmaking /low budget /auteur film could be seen throughout the national perspective, 

as smaller, non-global, not entertainment or non - 'standardizes' distanced from Hollywood 

cinematography as for example Swedish, French or European filmmaking. Just as for Independent 

creators, various national cinemas differ, and struggle for their own (a)typical content, aesthetic, and 

very own independent/located production, and realisation, in local, national, transnational, or 

sometimes global arena. No matter how these film-creators express themselves or their own work, it is 

interesting to see where the essence of the ''local’ in film-frames finds a ground, how it relates to 

Independent film and where it reaches globalisation, where Independent film stands for sincere 

intention and motivation in its own 'national' belongings - sharing the same time, space, history, 

narration, symbols, beliefs, and suffers that authors carry within themselves. 
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Sex, Lies and Videotapes (Steven Soderbergh, 1989), 

Shakespeare in Love (p. Miramax, 1998)  

Suicide squad (David Ayer, 2016) 

The Cook, the Thief, His Wife and Her Lover (p. Weinstein, 1990),  

The Crying Games (p. Weinstein, 1992) 

The English Patient (Anthony Mighella, 1996) 

The Grifters (p. Weinstein, 1990),  

The Piano (Jane Campion, 1993),  

Tie me up! Tie me down! (p. Weinstein, 1990),  
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5.1 Facts about 

Boy's Don't Cry – in short 

Production year 1999, 118 min, drama 

The story of the life of Brandon Teena, a transgendered teen who preferred life in a male identity until 

it was discovered that he was born biologically female.  

Director: Kimberly Peirce 

Writers: Kimberly Peirce, Andy Bienen 

Stars: Hilary Swank, Chloe Sevigny and Peter Satsgaard 

Won Oscar 2000 – Best Actress in a Leading Role: Hilary Swank 

 

 

 

About Killer films 

Established in 1995, New York based Production house, by Christine Vachon and Pam Koffler, 

business partner, producer. 

Killer Films | 18 E 16th Street | New York, NY 10003 | O: 212.473.3950 

 

About Searchlight 

Fox Searchlight Pictures 

Boys Don't Cry Release October 6, 1999 

 

Searchlight was found 1987 as part of New Corp. Comparing to Miramax they were lower profiled, 

later baked by Fox.  

Fox Searchlight Pictures, established in 1994, is an American film distribution company within the 

Fox Entertainment Group, a sister company of the larger Fox studio 20th Century Fox, all owned by 
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Rupert Murdoch's 21st Century Fox. It specializes in North American distribution of independent and 

British dramedy alongside films and horror films as well as art-house and foreign films and is also 

sometimes involved in the financing of these films. 

As is the case with Fox's television unit, all copyright notices of programming produced by a Fox-

related company (with some exceptions) bear the copyright of the overall film studio, i.e. '© 

(respective year) Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.' 

Fox Searchlight's Slumdog Millionaire, 12 Years a Slave, and Birdman have all won the Academy 

Award for Best Picture at the 81st Academy Awards, the 86th Academy Awards, and 87th Academy 

Awards respectively, as well as further 12 Academy Awards combined. Other Fox Searchlight films 

receiving nominations include Best Picture The Full Monty, Sideways, Little Miss Sunshine, Juno, 

Black Swan, 127 Hours, The Tree of Life, The Descendants, Beasts of the Southern Wild, The Grand 

Budapest Hotel and Brooklyn. Slumdog Millionaire is also Searchlight's largest commercial success, 

with over $ 377 million (US) of box office receipts, against a production budget of only $ 15 million. 

Indie producers. Still on-going. 

 

5.2 Killer Films' Filmography  

(From the official website - www.killerfilms.com) 

1 Shirley (2019) - Production Company 

2 Vox Lux (2018) - Production Company 

3 This Close (2018) - Production Company 

4 Colette (2018) - Production Company 

5 First Reformed (2018) - Production Company 

6 Love Child (2018) - Production Company 

7 Vox Lux (2018) - Production Company 

8 Wonderstruck (2017) - Production Company 

9 "Z: The Beginning of Everything: The Right Side of Paradise (#1.3)" (2017) - Production 

Company 

10 Beatriz at Dinner (2017) - Production Company 

11 Where Is Kyra? (2017) - Production Company 

12 Lemon (2017) - Production Company 

13 Dina (2017) - Production Company 

14 Mercy (2017/I) - Production Company 

15 Stand By (2017) - Production Company 

16 London Town (2016) - Production Company 

17 A Kind of Murder (2016) - Production Company 

18 Woman in Deep (2016) - Production Company (in association) 
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19 Frank & Lola (2016) - Production Company 

20 White Girl (2016) - Production Company (in association with) 

21 Goat (2016) - Production Company 

22 Wiener-Dog (2016) - Production Company 

23 "Z: The Beginning of Everything" (2015) - Production Company 

24 "New Orleans, Here and Now" (2015) - Production Company 

25 Carol (2015) - Production Company (production) 

26 Nasty Baby (2015) - Production Company 

27 Wildlike (2014) - Production Company 

28 October Gale (2014) - Production Company 

29 Still Alice (2014) - Production Company 

30 Innocence (2014/V) - Production Company 

31 Electric Slide (2014) - Production Company 

32 Mala Mala (2014) - Production Company 

33 Young Bodies Heal Quickly (2014) - Production Company 

34 The Last of Robin Hood (2013) - Production Company 

35 Dealin' with Idiots (2013) - Production Company 

36 Deep Powder (2013) - Production Company 

37 Bluebird (2013/I) - Production Company 

38 Magic Magic (2013) - Production Company 

39 Kill Your Darlings (2013) - Production Company 

40 Inescapable (2012) - Production Company (uncredited) 

41 At Any Price (2012) - Production Company 

42 Shut Up and Play the Hits (2012) - Production Company 

43 "Mildred Pierce: Part Five (#1.5)" (2011) - Production Company 

44 "Mildred Pierce: Part Four (#1.4)" (2011) - Production Company 

45 "Mildred Pierce: Part Three (#1.3)" (2011) - Production Company 

46 "Mildred Pierce: Part Two (#1.2)" (2011) - Production Company 

47 "Mildred Pierce" (2011) - Production Company 

48 "Mildred Pierce: Part One (#1.1)" (2011) - Production Company 

49 Dragonslayer (2011) - Production Company 

50 Virginia (2010) - Production Company 

51 "The Neistat Brothers" (2010) - Production Company 

52 Lulu at the Ace Hotel (2010) - Production Company 

53 Cracks (2009/I) - Production Company 

54 Motherhood (2009/I) - Production Company 

55 Gigantic (2008) - Production Company (in association with) 
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56 Then She Found Me (2007) - Production Company (as A Killer Films / John Wells 

Production) 

57 I'm Not There. (2007) - Production Company 

58 Savage Grace (2007) - Production Company 

59 "This American Life" (2007) - Production Company 

60 An American Crime (2007) - Production Company 

61 Infamous (2006) - Production Company 

62 Mrs. Harris (2005) (TV) - Production Company 

63 The Notorious Bettie Page (2005) - Production Company (as A Killer Films/John Wells 

Production) 

64 A Dirty Shame (2004) - Production Company (as Killer Films/John Wells) 

65 A Home at the End of the World (2004) - Production Company 

66 The Company (2003) - Production Company 

67 Wonderland (2003) - Production Company (uncredited) 

68 Camp (2003) - Production Company 

69 Party Monster (2003) - Production Company 

70 Far from Heaven (2002) - Production Company 

71 One Hour Photo (2002) - Production Company 

72 Chelsea Walls (2001) - Production Company 

73 The Grey Zone (2001) - Production Company 

74 The Safety of Objects (2001) - Production Company (as an Infilm/Killer Films Production) 

75 Storytelling (2001) - Production Company 

76 Women in Film (2001) - Production Company 

77 Series 7: The Contenders (2001) - Production Company 

78 Hedwig and the Angry Inch (2001) - Production Company 

79 Crime + Punishment in Suburbia (2000) - Production Company 

80 Boys Don't Cry  (1999) - Production Company 

81 Dark Harbor (1998) - Production Company 

82 I'm Losing You (1998) - Production Company 

83 Velvet Goldmine (1998) - Production Company 

84 Happiness (1998) - Production Company 

85 Bad Bosses Go to Hell (1997) - Production Company 

86 I Shot Andy Warhol (1996) - Production Company 

87 Stonewall (1995) - Production Company (uncredited) (co-production) 

88 Safe (1995) - Production Company 

89 Kids (1995) - Production Company 

90 Go Fish (1994) - Production Company 
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91 Swoon (1992) - Production Company 

92 Poison (1991) - Production Company 

93 Brooklyn Bridge (-) - Production Company 

94 Captain Dad (-) - Production Company 

95 What's the Matter with Margie? (-) - Production Company 

Filmography as: Production Company. 

5.3 Photos 

Photo 1:  44th International Film Festival Inida, IFFI Goa 2013, in conversation with Susan Sarandon. 

(Chapter 3.1, page 31) 

 

Photos 2: Releasing posters Boys Don't Cry October 1999 and Oscar nominees  

(Chapter 3.1, page 34) 

 

Photos 3: Theatrical performance Boys Don't Cry domestic and international box-office statistic 

www.the-numbers.com (Chapter 3.2, page 34) 

 

Photo 4: The film market and festivals calendar (See table 5.2, Finney 2010: 53) 

(Chapter 3.2, page 41) 

 

Photo 5: Author's courtesy (Vachon 2007:142), revenue issues - there nothing remains to Killer films 

production. (Chapter 3.2, page 46) 

 

Photo 6: Google photo of Killer films current office address. (Appendix2, page 76) 

 

Photo 7: Causalities between X human resources, cast, crew, creative crew, Y weather, technic, 

location and Z the movie. (Appendix 2, page 79) 

 

 

 

Photo 1:  44th International Film Festival Inida, IFFI Goa 2013, with Susan Sarandon. (Chapter 3.1, page 31) 
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Photos 2: Releasing posters Boys Don't Cry October 1999 and Oscar nominees (Chapter 3.1, page 34) 
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Photos 3: Theatrical performance Boys Don''''t Cry domestic and international box-office statistic www.the-

numbers.com (Chapter 3.2, page 34) 
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Photo 4: The film market and festivals calendar, (See table 5.2, Finney 2010: 53) (Chapter 3.2, page 41) 

 

  

Photo 5: Author's courtesy (Vachon 2007:142), revenue issues - there nothing remains to Killer films 

production. (Chapter 3.2, page 46) 
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Photo 6: Google photo of Killer films current office address. (Appendix 2, page 76) 

 

 

Photo 7: Causalities between X human resources, cast, crew, creative crew, Y weather, technic, location and Z 

the movie. (Appendix 2, page 79) 

 

 

Photo 8: Thesis' author recording conversation with Christine Vachon. April, 26th, 2017, Stockholm 
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5.4 Appendix 

 These Appendixes will refer some working patterns, providing a deeper understanding of the 

differences of independent film's distinctive production's process. Some parts of Perren's dissertation 

(2012) illustrate the disparities in Hollywood between Independent/Indie and Studio films, which 

could help to explain Searchlight's steps toward the Oscar campaign for Boys Don't Cry. It should be 

noted that Weinstein started, as a distributor first and then became film producer. Vachon began her 

career as film producer and distributed her films when necessary. Both appendixes are written in notes 

form to help enrich an understanding of producers' work. 

 

Appendix 1 

MIRAMAX case 

 

 Promoting Image redirecting 

Miramax main producer Harvey Weinstein gave an excellent example of how to redirect promotional 

material toward communication with the public. Even if the creative language in the movie Sex, Lies 

and Videotapes (1989) was quite dark, he chose to create brighter promotional material, so from 

visually and thematically darker material he use to present one warmer, cheerier fair1. He did that 

first with the movies Sex, Lies and Videotapes as a distributor, and then with Pulp Fiction as a 

producer. Weinstein got a reputation for outbidding since 1989, with Sex, Lies and Videotapes. Steven 

Soderbergh's competitor in that time was Spike Lee's Do The Right Thing (1989) 2. Harvey won by 

remaking the whole 'Art house concept''' of darkness trailer to ‘light’ romantic film about love 

relations and constructed images of what the film should be. Instead of competing against Studios, he 

used the Studios template for marketing and applied it to independent film.  

 

Miramax made its marginalized art-house movies with edgy content and a lack of big name talent have 

a Hollywood-style appeal and branding. That's why in the mid-1990s, the first generation of scrappy, 

mostly male Writer/Director individuals like Steven Soderbergh, Quentin Tarantino, Robert Rodriquez 

and Richard Linklater, flourished in studio gigs represented in movies like Erin Brockovich (2000), 

Spy Kids (2001), and School of Rock (2003). They've proven that an outsider sensibility can be turned 

to a studio's advantage. 3 

 

                                                      
1 Perren 2012:87 

2 Ibid. 33 

3 Vachon 2007: 3  
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Independent movies used to have slow release. The movie Sex Lies and Videotapes became the model 

for the future Independent movies release, using the Sundance Film Festival 4. Searchlight's director 

Lindsay Law in 1995 commented that movies that once cost $ 200000, now were reaching the price of  

$300000. Soon she will pay more for this work Case study example.  

 

Earlier in this thesis we mentioned that The Piano (1992) was, from a production point of view, a 

prototype. It was very clever manoeuvre Miramax did in its own way - making one package on a 

territory – by- territory basis, it was wise for any given low-budget film produced outside of United 

States to have connection on a number of different parts of the world 5. Film had settings in different 

multiple countries, with integrated stylistic traits linked in European art cinema with classical 

Hollywood narrative and generic conventions, including up-and-coming stars from around the world. 

Weinstein by purpose, arose even creative achievement of women director 6, product of a unique 

female cinematic vision. Well, Miramax really managed to do a pioneer production miracle in global 

dimensions. Name actors were also present in the film, as Holly Hunter, Harvey Keitel and Neil, while 

Miramax owners were not so ensure for film saleability. This ability gave Weinstein as producer 

credits to become production's mastermind and Miramax - golden age. 

 

 Genre 

Low-budget distributors often did not have enough cash reserves to survive the drought periods 

between film-hits 7. This was the main reason why Miramax, and later a few more distributors took a 

step toward Studios so-called 'dependent independence', new way of making Hollywood business. In 

the early 1990's, Studios were looking for one key element: prestige8. In order to prevent economical 

disasters, as soon as 'art-house' movies did not reach the expected revenue level, a next investment 

could be placed in some genre film - mostly romantic-comedy or horror, since these resonated with 

teenage audiences, often described as a creative outlet for imagination 9 - making quick cash back.  

Weinstein liked to cross Hollywood's habitual norms – as in the films Pulp Fiction (1994) or Dogma 

(1999). These movies matched the topics that engaged the public and made them active in order to 

provoke their reactions which resulted with their cinema visit.  How did he do that? Everything started 

with edgy and provocative films. But overtime, Miramax' movies became more soft from The Piano 

(French – financed, New Zealand – based, Australian production of a New Zealand script, with mainly 

a European story), to the Engish Patient (1996) to Chocolat (2000). Shakespeare in love (1999) 

                                                      
4 Perren 2012:37 

5 Ibid. 87 

6 Ibid. 84 

7 Ibid. 75 

8 Ibid. 70 

9 Ibid. 128 
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followed the same line as one of Miramax' biggest investments and revenue triumphs. Same year, 

Miramax' competitor for the Oscar was a taught historical drama from WWII, about a concentration 

camp, but Weinstein's concept won by choosing one romantic comedy, to 'light up' the subject. We 

must be aware that among so many films that Miramax released only 10% achieved revenue that could 

be considered significant.   

 

Because of its unpredictability, Miramax' success made media soft on them, presenting them  as  

'media dears'. Generally speaking media supported them. They could get a terrible critique, but could 

always count on the media's support, contrasting the Big Studios business. In Weinstein's example we 

could easily see both sides of business: that he was in it for the revenue and success, but also that he 

reached it with a love and passion. He conquered audiences as he could, in the same time opening a 

space for new film experiments and expressions by 'seeding the audience' for a new cinema 

experience, which is great job. 10 

 

 Critique 

The biggest and smallest film business actors share same consumer's market with different 

presumption and with no excuse. Miramax, specifically, (become) a key player in a redefinition of the 

independent […] for wider global distribution and frequently allows crossover into a mass market.11 

The cost for that was a critiques from the insides. Independent filmmakers felt cheated because he 

'Europpudnig' independent strengths (see SWOT definition, Chapter 2.2.1) by making the films follow 

the same classical Hollywood style in new wrapping - so called 'Indy hybrids', especially Miramax''s 

later productions. They assumed influence of Majors' shaken policy and tricky business.12 

 

From Cinema of Quality, authors that was active before in the 1990's, as Spike Lee13, Miramax made, 

so called Cinema of Cool 14 put the light on marginalized authors that provided a more challenges film 

landscape after the  1990's in Hollywood. From The Piano - Cannes Award 1993 to Oscars for Pulp 

Fiction 1995 Miramax arose Golden age. Weinstein creates own 'American Indy Authors' directors, 

under own protection: Tarantino, Robert Rodriguez and Calvin Smith, called 'cinema of cool'15. Peter 

Biskind is critical toward Miramax' new baby boomer as self-educated  (rather non educated 

professionals – that we discussed before in Chapter 3.3.1). Cinema of Quality in the 1980's was 

something really new, but he was very doubtful of Cinema of Cool in the 1990's criticizing Tarantino's 

                                                      
10 Perren 2012: 88 

11 Ibid. 87 

12 Ibid. 87 

13 Spike Lee – black NY director 
14 Jeff Dawson, Quentin Tarantino: The Cinema of Cool (New York: Applause, 1995) 
15 Perren 2012:79 
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aesthetic as amoral and later Miramax work as kitchig16. Birkind is not alone in critique. Same did 

Steven Soderberg, Sex, Lies and Videotapes' director (Miramax distributions cash cow, and director 

wunderkind – but not part of Cinema of Cool). He gave one huge critic to Miramax decision in the 

later projects, as lowering level of creativity, by collaboration with Studios.17 Calling that 

'Indywoodysation', Independent filmmaker underlined that they are not doing the 'Miramax' art any 

longer.  

 

 Releasing strategies 

Weinstein was effective to find film projects with potential for marketing, using his prominent tool 

toward the competitors, whenever he got the movie, he believed in its creativity and saleability. His 

acquisition toward the movie Sex, Lies and Videotapes, or production of the Pulp Fiction, or English 

Patient (1996) meant investment in promotion-advertising, which were anything but subtle. Indeed, 

Miramax had heavy-handed sale tactics which promotions, summarized as 'pretentious'''.18 

 

Miramax made specific tactics for each film release. In the case of The Piano, it was slow release, 

since a lot of companies were involved in the film share. As Miramax' pre-Disney period The Piano 

was distributed via the traditional independent strategy of a slow-growth, platform release; Pulp 

Fiction was launched much like a traditional studio film, as it opened wide on more than a thousand 

screens in its first weekend.19 This point is very important. Bare figures and statistics are not a decisive 

factor for one (good) movie release success – at least not for a limited period of time. With the time 

The Piano became rolling snowball in visiting and business accounts.   

 

Weinstein had the ability of reinforcing the always - dynamic relations among Hollywood, 

independent producers and distributions, film festivals, the press and critics 20. Films Kids (1995),21 

Priest (1995) and Dogma (1999) awoke both external and internal doubts, since they undermined 

partnership with Disney. Financial failure was less important, then Studio’s brand and public 

reputation, because of Miramax' authenticity, autonomy and creative freedom. In the movie Kids 1995, 

content opposed the children educational system, in Dogma religious norms, and in Farneheit 9/11 

(2004) director Moors opposed the state. In spite of their successful statistic, numbers of promotion 

and selling revenue, alongside public and media interests, the films free expression became 

insurmountable obstacles for further collaboration. 

                                                      
16 Perren 2012:9 

17 Perren 2012 

18 Ibid. 84 

19 Ibid. 79 

20 Ibid. 230 

21 Film Kids - Vachon's start production 
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Miramax took a huge part of making the film project Kids, in collaboration with Christine Vachon, but 

was forced to quit by the Studio because of the provocative and controversial presentation of children. 

Disney's brand relies on children appropriate content. Miramax had no choice, but Weinstein did. He 

decided to start a new company, absolutely divided from Miramax and Studio-model, called 

Excalibur.22 Independent partnership continued and it seemed as in this time it was right for both 

producers. They made a creative collaboration supportive for a both and they succeed. 

 

A few years' later, same partners-collaborators became competitors Killer Films and Miramax. 

Weinstein came out with though language toward the Producer Vachon. He almost threatened her that 

he would do everything in his power to eliminate her work from an Academy award. In the same 

project, as collaborator appears Sex, Lies and Videotapes' director Soderberg (Miramax' first director). 

This digression illustrates producers' unpredicted working conditions and skew communication, 

mentioned in Caldwell's critical practice (2004, 2009). 

 

It is important to mention that Miramax merge with Disney studios in the mid 1990's was followed by 

other studios, 2000 News Corp. had Fox Searchlight, important for Boys Don't Cry release, Vivedi 

Universal had Universal Focus, Time Warner had New Line and Fine Line, Vivacom had Paramount 

Vantage, and Sony had Sony Pictures Classic and Screen Gems. Despite huge public sympathy and 

triumph, Indie producers never had the possibility of reaching what the studio's grossed. For example 

1998 was quiet successful year for Miramax grossing a combined $ 393 million for the hit movies: 

Halloween H2O, Rounders, Good Will Hunting, Scream 2, while Disney films Armageddon, A Bug's 

life, Mulan and Enemy of the State grossed over $ 1,1 billion.23  

 

Disney closed Miramax office two years after Harvey Weinstein left the office 2008. Disney try to 

continue to produce similar projects as Weinstein did, but never reach that level of profitability. 

Appendix 2  

d) Producer's secrets  

 

Appendix 2 is Producer's thoughts-quotes taken from Christine Vachon's two 'diary'''' books from 1998 

and 2007, something that describes more a spirit behind Independent movie production and could be 

used as inspiration for the future discussion. 

 

                                                      
22 Perren 2012:120 

23 Ibid. 5 
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[…] (Independent production) is hard and repeatable remembers that film is an art not a commodity 

business, some abstract uptick or spiral down on the Hollywood stock exchange.24 

Film is about the process – a long, complicated, passionate process toward something larger than the 

sum of its parts. 25 

But it’s what I live for – the flash of magic that eclipses everything. 26 

During the hard production process […] For a brief moment, I step away from the problems of the 

day and see that we are making something beautiful. 27 

A description of Vachon's office can give more of an understanding of what she was like as a producer 

and of her production house Killer Films: Our office in downtown New York finally have windows that 

actually face the street, not an airshaft like before. 28 

 

Photo 6: Google photo of Killer films current office address. Chapter 5.3 

 

As a mother of a six-year-old girl Guthrie (2007) she is aware of her company name Killer films, ready 

that one day, it they make a movie for the children – we will change our name for it. 29 Her statement 

gives more sense even to Disney’s - Miramax essential brand-name misunderstanding. 30 

 

About awarding speech - Vachon even here, holding independent spirit. If you are going to speak from 

place, make sure you''re not trying to speak for a place. 31  

 

 Producer's challenges 

As a producer, Christine is aware that it is not easy to stay relevant in the industry that is constantly 

changing. She has the same distress as Studios. Her strategy is: to stay a moving target. 32 Her choice 

is 'edgy', 'dark' material  - where you are rooting for the bad guy. Her choices are stories that challenge 

viewers, approaching a story from an unexpected angle. We can see that the notion about 'easy' genre 

is out of her vision. She is very focused on good content making.  

This is why I'm attracted to scripts inspired by true stories. 33 Her choice are stories around her, from 

her society, the world of reality.  

                                                      
24 Vachon 2007: 2 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 3 
29 Ibid. 4 
30 One digression that shows her sensitive observation –while her colleague Harvey Weinstein from Miramax is 

entering one 'children's imagine world' merging with Disney Studio and without extra observation doing things 

that actually harms or collide with children's notion. Name determination is precondition for the beginning of any 

action and public communication.  
31 Vachon 2007:42 
32 Ibid. 4 
33 Ibid. 4 
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While Perren in her research (2012) often takes Variety as valid researching source, Vachon mentions 

Variety magazine as a poor, rather misleading example for film marketing placement. She criticizes 

the studios and their producers for their incapable movie politics which the magazine supports, mostly 

investing money with no purpose (read only money purpose). 

 

Instead to follow same pattern, by keeping independent filmmaking from getting bigger, our 

independent producer Vachon actually want to make independent filmmaking small again. She does 

not blame the Studios for that, and instead is more focused on independent films that have lost their 

intimacy and sense of community. On a question – why she didn't 'sell out' herself and the company 

since market and demands exist, she kept her humour awake telling that nobody asked her for that. 

Her sincere explanation we find in the words that she gets older, her autonomy means more and more 

to her and it is good place for artists too.  

 

The movie Kids (mentioned in Appendix 1) did three things important for Vachon and Killer Films 

production: 1) tight collaboration with Miramax 2) Cloé Savignon from Kids become main character 

in next Vachon's movie Boys Don't Cry and 3) out of that collaborating chaos came Killer films as 

company 1995. 

Harvey Weinstein, Excalibur owner, in his templated manner, released the movie as unrated, just to 

avoid NC-1734 rating. 35  It was just the kind of unconventional move that suited a film that didn't fit in 

anybody's box. 36  

 

 Vachon reflections over production job 

Producing is a lonely business. You're alone with your problems. You can feel like the weight of the 

world is on you, especially with millions of dollars at stake. Unlike other business - which gets to 

diffuse their responsibility – film producing, especially my style of film producing has a short list of 

people accountable. 37  

This thought overlaps another: Before I was going to make another film, I wanted somebody else to 

worry about what I was worrying about. It's essential, really, when dealing with finicky distributors. 38 

This shows her shift between loneliness in decision-making and team-work qualities that the film 

business require. 

 

                                                      
34 NC-17 film rating that gives smaller audience and warning by eliminating young public, because of sexy scens. 

In film-world it is rating to avoid. 
35 Vachon 2007:85 
36 Ibid. 86 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 87 
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In Vachon's first 'diary' book from 1998, she wrote that she needed as much of a budget that she asked 

for and a little less. She express that a bigger budget will kill creativity and a lesser budget will make it 

unapproachable. Killer is always straining to push the budget to the absolute limit. As the budget gets 

bigger, the pressure and the scrutiny get more intense. In total honesty I really did know how close to 

the edge for modesty we were skating […] 39  

 

Next Vachon's quote could extend in one long philosophical discussion in film production dilemma: 

It's also the moment in a film life when aesthetics turn political. Every cut is a choice, and the choices 

have to be defined, concede and made. 40 This is one of the deepest places in the book that describe 

eternal fight in every single cut of the movie – as political statement. This small piece shows 

sublimation of huge spectra of film substantial power as Piece of Art. 

 

In negotiation between filmmaker/director and Studio's - distributor's (someone who knows best for 

the film future), her advice is: the most important service you can provide (as the producer) is not to 

protect the film or the director but to protect the relationship. 41 But always having in mind that the 

positive relationship with the distributor is the most essential condition for a successful Indie release. 

42 If this isn't held true, then it could help to negotiate.43 

 

Vachon's rules during the production: 

Rule one: Never let movie get away from you. 

Rule two: Everyone is expendable. 44 

Following: stay true to the director's vision, to lead the audience instead to follow its dictates.45 

Workload, tight relation to the film, and devotion to the director vision, as free process of creation are 

essence and obvious points in producer Vachon's work. These observations clearly split Studios 

executives given in Zafireu's example 46 from Independents .  

 

 Christine's reflection over Independent producing 

Following Vachone's advice we created a graphic. Independent filmmakers used to have more 

flexibility, but the dilemma remains where to stay firm and where to be elastic. 47 If x is human 

                                                      
39 Vachon 2007: 173 
40 Ibid. 214 
41 Ibid. 223 
42 Ibid. 226 

43 Ibid. 229 
44 Ibid. 187 
45 Ibid. 272 
46 Mayer 2009 

47 Vachon 2007:41 
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resources, crew, cast, creative crew and y is weather, technic, location, then the third part z Movie is 

neither constant. 

 

Photo 7: Causalities between X human resources, cast, crew, creative crew, Y weather, technic, location and Z 

the movie. Chapter 5.3 

 

Following this graphic, same uncertainty still remains:  You never know what actually public will react 

mostly on. You can never predict that. 48 

 

Whatever you say about one movie's production history – it is always performances that make or 

break movies. A famous actor''s power, marketing and accessibility attract the public to the cinema. 

And, according to Vachon, the worst thing that can happen to an independent movie is to copy 

Hollywood or its slavishness to the star appeal. 49 It is another type of branding – surely not 

Independent. 

 

Independent film is, […] the freedom of the vision behind it. 50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
48 Vachon 2007: 229 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid. 16 
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